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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores the relationship between organizational theory and archival

appraisal theory in an effort to develop better ways of appraising the eventual record as it

emerges from the complex networked organizations now prevalent in society. It begins

by reviewing the historical perspective of "classic" or pre-industrial orgarizations and

"modern" or industrial bureaucracies as a prelude to more fully understanding

"contemporary'' or complex networked organizatíons and their record-keeping systems

and practices. The thesis explores how "classic" and then "modern" organizations were

qualitatively transformed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries through to the present,

by focusing on the contributions of several organizational and management theorists as

well as the implementation and use of information technologies for creating, organizing,

and using records. The types of organizations examined in the study are primarily

industrial and bureaucratic in nature rather than those that are religious or educational.

The remainder of this thesis analyzes the implications for archival appraisal

stemming from views on how the orgarization functions and how it creates and uses

institutional records. Broad structural and managerial changes in organizational work and

worþlace culture provide a critical context that archivists must understand when

appraising records from the information systems of such organizations. The writings of

contemporary appraisal theorists reflect, to varying degrees, that managerial and cultural

theory about organizations inform appraisal decisions concerning which records to keep

and which to destroy, allowing in turn for more eff,rcient and effective records disposition
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in contemporary and future organizations. The thesis concludes by suggesting that

archivists have to not only keep an eye on the organrzational experience or context and be

prepared to react accordingly, but also remain active in guiding the records creation and

record-keeping processes. Future orgarizations and archivists will need to continue

making necessary adaptations in the face of changing conditions, because the

transformation in organizatíonal structures, functions, management, and culture has a

direct impact on why and how records are created and communicated, and thus provides

the context for assessing their relative values in appraisal.
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INTRODUCTION

INTR.ICATEI,Y CONNECTED :

ORGANIZATIONS, RECORDS, AND APPRAISAL

The implications of information systems and systems re-engineer-
ings, of data interchange and migrations, of corporate data
models and system functionality patterns, combined with the
... weakening of hierarchy, general diminution of the importance
of structure, and the complexity and volume of modern records

[areJ creating a new arcltival world. In this situation, the archival
professionøl needs to rethink... basic tenets and adopt strategic tools.

Terry Cookl

Archival appraisal and the consequent formation of "the archive" contain certain

implicit assumptions about how organizations function, their culture, and the resulting

records. Yet changes in organizational theory and reality have not always been reflected

in changes in archival appraisal theory and practice. This disconnection has led archivists

to build poor appraisal strategies and resulted in the selection of poorer records for the

archives. This thesis analyzes the largely unexplored link between organizational theory

and archival appraisal theory in an effort to develop better ways of appraising the

eventual record as it emerges from modern organizations. Organizational theory

t Terry Cook, "Taming the lnformation Behemoth: Institutional Functional Analysis as a Tool for
Appraising the Records of Modem Societ5r," (draft, November 5,1993), as cited in Bruce
Bruemmer, "Avoiding Accidents of Evidence: Functional Analysis in the Appraisal of Business
Records," in James O'Toole (ed.), The Records of American Business (Chicago: The Sociefy of
American Archivists, 1997), 156.
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including the culture of organizations is connected almost exclusively to the private

business and cotporate context, but can also be applied by analogy to the govemment

context through a study of archival appraisal theory. The appraisal of private sector and

personal and family records is outside the scope of this thesis, even if some of the issues,

contexts, and concepts discussed may apply to it in varying degrees.

To undertake archival work, such as appraisal with institutional records, archivists

may want to consider further how organizations function, since records are defined by,

flow from, and are connected to work processes and activities. In recent years,

influenced in part by new information technologies, the ways in which organizations

function have become much more complex than many archivists previously assumed. A

body of literature on orgarizational theory has emerged that highlights the importance of

organizational culture in understanding the complex networked orgaurirzation and the

emergent record-keeping systems.

Archival thinking about the appraisal of organizational records has not been based

on much thinking about how organizations actually work. To the extent that one can

detect any consideration of the "organization" by archivists, until very recently it

reflected the classic and modern organizational theory centred on structure, formal

hierarchy, and mandate. But in-depth examination about how organizations actually do

their work was not a significant aspect of conventional archival thinking until the late

1980s. Indeed, archivists have traditionally emphasized the informational content in

records, rather than the context, organizational or otherwise, behind the creation and

contemporary use of the records.
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Recent developments in archival thinking about appraisal (and other archival

functions) have moved in the direction of paying greater attention to this deeper context

that underpins the creation of records. New approaches, such as documentation strategy

and macroappraisal, base appraisal decisions much more heavily on such contextual

knowledge. These new approaches to appraisal have adopted the more durable aspects of

classic organizational theory such as its emphasis on knowing the formal structures and

mandates of organizations. But they have also begun to explore other, and more elusive,

characteristics of how an organization works, such as its intemal culture and

communication patterns, in order to make appraisal decisions that identify records that

better reflect the organization's actions.

This thesis will explore the characteristics of this emerging, stiil largely

underdeveloped, aspect of archival appraisal theory -- organizational culture -- and its

current role and potential value in shaping the function of archival appraisal. After

setting the context of classic and modern appraisal and organizational theory, the study

will outline how recent organizational theory conceptualizes both the nature of

organizational culture and its importance to an understanding of how an organization

works. Within the scope of this thesis, the types of organizations that are examined have

been defined as follows: "classic" or pre-industrial organizations dating from roughly

1800 to around 1900 - which are, for the most part, unorganized, ad-hoc local factories or

small individual shops that exhibit personal idiosyncratic leadership; "modem" or

industrial bureaucracies with some overlap with the "classic" period in different places at

different rates of development, dating from the later nineteenth century to the 1960s -
which consist of rationalized, well-ordered manufacturing firms as well as large-scale
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businesses and govemments and exhibit both sophisticated managerial hierarchies and

internal communication technologies; and, finally, "contemporary" or complex

networked organizations dating from the 1960s to the present - consisting of more

flexible, fluid, and in some cases, virtual organizations exhibiting flatter hierarchies based

on the power of informal discourse, broader organizational participation, and a horizontal

blurring of or ganizational boundaries.

In this thesis, management/organizational and appraisal theory are similarly

charactenzed by three periods, and these terms also need definition. For organizational

theory, the "classic" period dates from 1850 to the 1930s and includes the writings of

Frederick Taylor, Max Weber, and Chester Barnard who emphasize the scientific study

of work methods; the "modem" period dates from the 1930s to the 1960s and includes

the ideas of Hugo Munsterberg, Mary Parker Follett, and Elton Mayo who focus on the

human aspect of work activities; and the "contemporary''period dates from the 1960s to

the present and includes the strategies of Henry Mintzberg, Edgar Schein, and Alfred

Chandler who explore, among other things, the interaction between the organtzation and

its internal and external environments.

In the case of appraisal theory, the "classic" period dates from the 1880s to the

1940s and includes the writings of European archivists Samuel Muller, Johan Feith, and

Robert Fruin, and Hilary Jenkinson, who assert a "passive" role for the archivist; the

"modem" period runs from the 1940s to the 1970s and includes the ideas of such

American archivists as Theodore R. Schellenberg, Maynard Brichford, and Margaret

Cross Norton, who all assert a more "active" role for the appraisal archivist; and the

"contemporary" period that extends from the 1970s to the present and inciudes the
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strategies of Hans Booms, Helen Samuels, Terry Cook, David Bearman, Sue

McKemmish, and Frank Upward, who assert a 'þost-custodial" role for the appraisal

archivist. Organizations, organizational theory, and appraisal theory form the three-part

foundation upon which this thesis rests and the interconnections that it explores.

This thesis is a work of intellectual history whose methodology combines a

critical qualitative analysis of the main theoretical writers on organizations and archival

appraisal, both historical and contemporary. Their works may properly be considered

primary sources. The thesis will discuss the usually unquestioned assumptions in their

writings about the nature of organizations from which archival records originate.

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the "classic" and "modern" writers on

otganizational and managenal theory from the late nineteenth century to the early 1960s.

It will examine who these writers are: their nationality; their discipline; and the context or

varied circumstances that shaped the ideas reflected in their published works. More

specifically, the chapter will look at the major developments and shifts in thinking about

the culture of organizations and its influence upon the development and management of

record-keeping systems. The effects of innovation on the development and changes in

orgarizational culture and emergent information and record-keeping systems will also be

explored.

Chapter 2 focuses on the post-1960s networked organization and the views of

"contemporary" writers on organizational and managerial theory from the early i960s to

the present. Like Chapter 1, this section will flesh out who these writers are and will

examine their ideas regarding the organizational culture of complex networked

organizations and its influence upon the development and management of information
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and record-keeping systems. The chapter will also explore the effects of the introduction

of sophisticated information (computerized) technology. Moreover, the new views of

worþlace culture stemming from various social movements in the second half of the

twentieth century will be identified. Taken together, this chapter presents a picture of the

contemporary organization by demonstrating its greater speed and flexibility in

information work, denser connectivity, flatter hierarchies and broader organizational

participation, reliance on teamwork, and a weakening of organizational and structural

boundaries.

Chapter 3 provides an analysis of appraisal strategies applied to organizational

records by leading archivists in westem Europe, North America, and Australia through

the classic, modern, and contemporary periods of organizafional development identified

in Chapters 1 and 2. This study reveals the usually unquestioned assumptions in their

writings about the nature of orgarizations from which archival records originate. In so

doing, the chapter examines the numerous appraisal challenges that archivists face in the

twenty-first century. Available resources are limited, and continue to wane, while the

magnitude of archival appraisal work continues to grow. This is exacerbated by the

introduction and widespread use of information technology and the sophistication of

contemporary information and record-keeping systems. This paradigm shift is occurring

with incredible speed, largely due to the emergence of the Internet, specifically the World

Wide Web. It continues to grow exponentially and offers opportunities for electronic

commerce on an unprecedented scale.

The implementation of sophisticated processing and communication technologies

within orgarizations since the 1960s has gradually produced radically different forms of
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organization and record-keeping contexts and methodologies. The records of complex

networked organizatíons challenge the traditional view of archives as agencies that

preserve static records and the original meaning of records as defined by their creators.

One archival theorist notes the following:

Flat-file data bases have been eclipsed by multifunctional, relational
data bases in which information is lost if the data are stripped from
their software. Electronic mail is not just replacing other forms of
business correspondence, but it offers the qualities of informality and
speed never before seen in a business setting. All marurer of electronic
communication, from faxes to video conferencing, have changed the
style of doing business internationally.2

The primary cause of operational changes is not the challenges associated with

sophisticated technology, but the manner in which orgarizations implement and use such

technology. James Taylor and Elizabeth Van Emery argue that "it is a double bind: if

managers fail to adapt, they will quickly drop out of the race; if they adapt, their having

done so will have changed the world, and they will find themselves in a new

environment."3 In an age of abundance and complexity, the critical appraisal issue no

longer rests on how to preserve all of the records of an organization, but how to identify

the vast majority of records that can be destroyed after isolating and preserving a smaller

portion that accurately reflect the organizafion, its functions and activities, and its

interaction with citizens and society. Contemporary appraisal theorists have

conceptualized appraisal differently to reflect the new complex networked organization

and its social role.

t Bruemmer, "Avoiding Accidents of Evidence," 155.

' James R. Taylor and Elizabeth Van Emery, The Vulnerable Fortress: Bureaucratic
Organization and Management in the Information Age (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1ee3).
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Chapter 3 will explore the ideas of contemporary appraisal theorists and their

reflection of the perceptions of contemporary organizational theorists and real-life

orgatizational behaviour. Moreover, it will examine their attempts to develop an

understanding of organizational culture (to varying degrees) and how that assists archival

professionals to preserve better evidence of orgatizational behaviour.

This thesis examines the ideas of the main theoretical writers about organizations

and archival appraisal. It will suggest several ideas for archival appraisal that address the

challenges and opportunities presented by complex networked organizations. As

organizations continue to grow and become more complex in the twenty-first century,

archivists should take into consideration new factors shaping organizations, records, and

record-keeping systems, and consequently, the ongoing development of appraisal theory

and practice.



CHAPTER 1

EMERGENCE OF CLASSIC AND MODERN ORGAIIIZATIONS
AND RELATED ORGANIZATION THEORY

Wat industrialization was to the nineteenth century, mand.gement is to
the twentieth. Almost unrecognized in 1900, management has become the
central activityof our civilization. Itemploys ahigh proportion of our
educated men and determines the pace and quality of our economic
progress, the ffictiveness of our government services and the strength
of our national defense. The way we "manage, " the way we shape our
organizations, affects and reflects what our society is becoming.

Max'Waysl

One of the defining characteristics of contemporary life is the degree to which we

are joined together by complex, systematic, organtzational networks. Complicated social

systems are phenomena of such increasing importance that understanding them is a

prerequisite to the study of contemporary experience including record keeping and

archives. Of even greater importance for those who work with organizational records is

the need to understand how organizations work and the information tools they develop to

do so effectively.

t Max Ways, "Tomorrow's Management: A More Adventurous Life in a Free-Form
Corporation," Fortune (July 1966), 84, as cited in Stuart Crainer, The Management Century: A
Critical Review of 20'h Century Thought and Practice (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers,
2000), xvii.
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Complex networked organizations experience tremendous and endless changes.2

"Complex" implies that these organizations exhibit virtual characteristics where functions

are largely outsourced and permanent offices are rare or non-existent, or extremely

numerous and decentralized. "Networked" denotes that these organizations are a

collection of autonomous f,rrms or units that behave as a single larger entity, assisted by

computer-driven technologies, that simultaneously reacts to the product of the day.

Complex networked organizations are open-ended systems of ideas, activities, and

structures and they work faster, more efficiently, and demonstrate greater flexibility due

to the "reengineering" process.3 Rather than focusing on the individual, these

orgatizations centre on teams as the principal building blocks to achieving success.o

Moreover, contemporary management methodology focuses on employee participation

and empowerment, rather than classic command-and-control top-down hierarchical

approaches. Finally, the customer (or the citizen in government contexts) drives the

contemporary orgarization as it carries out its day-to-day operations; even the employee

is viewed as an internal customer of other parts of the complex networked organization.

In the twenty-first century, managers are increasingly focusing on a different mandate in

terms of how they direct such orgaruzations and what kinds of information and

accountability systems they employ.

2 Discussions involving today's worþlace and the major shifts it experiences can be found ìn W.
Kiechel III, "How We will Work in the Year 2000," Fortune (May 17, 1993),38-52; and A. B.
Shostak, "The Nature of Work in the Twenty-First Century: Certain Uncertainties," Business
Horizons (November-December 1993), 30-34.
'When studying'reengineering', essential sources include M. Hammer and J. Champy,
Reengineering the Corporation: A Manifestofor Business Revolution (lrlew York: HarperCollins,
1993); and J. Champy, Reengineering Management: The Mandatefor New Leadership Q.{'ew
York: HarperCollins, 1 995).
a For further study, see G. G. Dess, A. M. A. Rasheed, K. J. Mclaughlin, and R. L. Priem, "The
New Corporate Architecture," Academy of Management Executive (August 1995),7-20.
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To understand these organizations and how they work, as a prelude to

comprehending more astutely their record-keeping systems and practices, one must

consider studying them in historical perspective. Terry Cook, a contemporary Canadian

appraisal theorist and educator, argues that records ate the "lifeblood" of any

orgarization and that the study of records and record-keeping systems reveals "the

history, nature, and functions of the organization, in the same way that studies of the

organization reveal much about the records."S Barbaru L. Craig, another leading

Canadian archivist and educator, notes that "our understanding of experience is limited,

in part because there are few historical studies of organizations, especially of their

specific uses of communication technologies, and the relative importance of business

needs and customs in the shaping of records and knowledge transfer across time."6 The

study of the history of organizations, especially during periods of technological

innovation and change, greatly enriches our understanding. One academic believes this is

important because:

Historical perspective is the study of a subject in light of its earliest
phases and subsequent evolution. Historical perspective differs from
history in that the object of historical perspective is to sharpen one's
vision of the present, not the past.7

t Te.r¡'Cook, "Paper Trails: A Study of Northern Records and Northern Administration, 1898-
1958" in W. R. Morrison and Ken Coates, (eds.), 'For Purposes of Dominion': Essays in Honour
of Morris Zaslow (1988), reprinted in Tom Nesmith (ed.), Canadian Archival Studies and the
Rediscovery of Provenance (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1993),270.
6 Barbara L. Craig, "Rethinking Formal Knowledge and its Practices in the Organization: The
British Treasury's Registry Between 1900 and 1950," Archival Science 2 (2002),lI2.For a

thoughtful discussion of the historical study of the Canadian hospital and emergent record-
keeping systems, see Jennifer Simons, "History of Hospital Archives," a course paper prepared
for History 1 1 .73 8, "Selected Problems in Archival Studies," University of Manitoba, Archival
Studies Programme (December, 2002).
t B. S. Lawrence, "Historical Study: Using the Past to Study the Present," Academy of
Management Review 9 (April 1984),307 .
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Historical perspective on organizational communication and record-keeping practices

provides a foundation for understanding the complex networked organization and how it

works, and informs understanding of its record-keeping systems and practices. This in

turn will lead to better appraisal decisions and more efficient and effective records

disposition within these organizations.

Nineteenth- and twentieth-century institutions experienced managerial shifts as

classic orgarizations began to transform themselves from relatively unorganized factories

to rationalized, well-ordered modern institutions. The shift from small independent shops

to industrial bureaucracies shaped the development of several bodies of theory and

practice among those who study, or interact with, organizations. The nature of the

modern industrial organization can be clarified by retracing the thinking that led to its

development. Some of the more significant ideas about the organization and related

management behaviours that evolved from the nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth

century will be explored in this chapter.

Organizational theory is inextricably linked to the manager's role in that all

organtzations require the exercise of managerial functions. As an integral part of

explaining the organization, it is necessary to arm,lyze the evolution of managerial work.

Taken together, management and organizational theory help to shape total organizational

behaviour, including its relation to information and record-keeping systems. Many

disciplines have contributed to the development of orgarizational theory including

political science, economics, psychology, sociology, information technology, and

engineering. They have all helped to improve our understanding of organizations,
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although from a wide range of competing perspectives. By the mid-1980s, one researcher

identified 110 unique theories about human work and behaviour within organizations.s

Classic study of organizations began during the mid-nineteenth century. It is

likely, however, that small-scale management processes first began in the traditional

family structure, expanded to the tribe, and finally penetrated more formalized political,

commercial, and religious units such as those found in early Babylonia, as well as in

virtually all military organizations. The Egyptians, Chinese, Greeks and Romans

organized themselves politically, plarured military actions, and controlled trade across

vast regional empires.e But nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first century organizations,

which are the focus of this thesis, find their roots in the industrial revolution in England

after 1700. It was the first nation to transform itself from a rural-agrarian society to an

industrial-commercial one. Management within the expanding workshops and factories of

England focused on efficienc¡ through employment of strict controls and firm rules and

procedures.

In the United States, the industrial era began in earnest with the Civil War. The

second half of the nineteenth century experienced rapid growth, technological innovation,

and dramatic expansion of the railroad.lo As a result, manufacturing firms grew in

8 
See J. B. Milner, "The Validify and Usefulness of Theories in an Emerging Organizational

Science," Academy of Management Review 9 (April 1984), 296-306.
e The thesis will not review the early history of management dating back 7,000 years. For
thoughtful discussion, see Claude S. George h, The History of Management Thought
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall), 1968.
10 For further discussion of the dramatic expansion of the railroad in the United States, see Alfred
D. Chandler's, "The Railroads: Pioneers in Modern Corporate Management" in Thomas K.
McCraw, (ed.), The Essential Alfred Chandler: Essays Toward a Historical Theory of Big
Business (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1988), 179-201; Alfred D. Chandler, The

Railroads, the Nation's First Big Business: Sources and Readings (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and World), 1965; Alfred D. Chandler, The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in
American Business (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, l99L); Alfred D. Chandler and James
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importance and there was a need for "systematizing and stabilizing both the practices of

management and the organization of labour process."ll The railroad, itself, with its tight

schedules and many trains operating on the same track, greatly stimulated new

orgarizational approaches to work activities and served as a model for them.

Organizations are blueprints for human activities, but they do not function

efficiently until individuals have been recruited to fulfil specified roles and to undertake

certain activities. Therefore, the first major problem of any organtzation is recruiting,

selecting, training, and socializing employees and, perhaps most importantly, assigning

them to specific jobs where they can perform most efficiently. Alfred Chandler, one of

the founders of the study of business history, discusses among other things, the

importance of effective job perfoÍnance within an organization. He set out to examine

"the changing processes of production and distribution in the United States and the ways

in which they have been managed."lz

Chandler argues that modern bureaucratic organizations replaced small

individually-owned businesses when coordination by management on a larger scale

allowed an increase inproductivity,a decrease in costs, and an increase of profits rather

than the unplanned responses to market forces of the family or small local firm. Thus,

larger organizations initially contained several smaller business units that had previously

W. Cortada, (eds.), A Nation Transformed: How Informøtion Has Shaped the United States frorn
Colonial Times to the Presenl (|Iew York: Oxford University Press, 2000).
1r Paul Thompson and David McHugh, Work Organization, (lrtrew York: Palgrave, 2OO2),20.
This thesis focuses on predominantly English, German, French and American circumstances. For
more information on industrialization in these countries, see Alfred D. Chandler, Managerial
Hierarchies: Comparative Perspectives on the Rise of the Modern Industrial Enterprise
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980). For a critique of the popular version of the causes
of industrialization, see Susan J. Winter and S. Lynne Taylor's, "The Role of IT in the
Transformation of V/ork: A Comparison of Post-Industrial, Industrial and Proto-Industrial
Or ganization," Informati on Sys tems Res earch 7 (I99 6), 5 -2I.
12 Chandler, The Visible Hand, l.
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operated as independent enterprises. Chandler refers to this process as "internalization."l3

The intemalization of several different units allowed the flow of goods to be coordinated

through management. The end result was an increase in the effective use of employees

and shops during the processes of production and distribution. Organizations began to

reap the rewards of increased productivity and reduced costs. From a records perspective,

the railroads and eventually larger organizations sought to achieve better control of

business processes and outputs by imposing a system that allowed managers to better

operate, evaluate, and adjust based on the controlled flow of ordered information. Within

the context of this wider discussion of the development of modern organizations,

Chandler focuses on the role of managers and is thus amajor contributor to contemporary

management theory in addition to the field of business history. Joanne Yates, an

American professor of the history of management communication at the Massachusetts

lnstitute of Technology, refers to this process as "internal communication systems."l4

Moreover, the advantages associated with internalizing the activities of several

small businesses within a single organizatron could not occur until a hierarchical structure

was established. Managers replaced traditional market mechanisms in the monitoring and

coordination of the productive and distributive processes. In order for these functions to

be carried out, management had to invent new means of operating practices and

procedures. Thus, standard buying, pricing, production, and marketing policies were

t'Ibid., 
7.

to See JoAnne Yates, Control Through Communicstion: The Rise of the Factory System in
American Managemenl (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1989),6-12.
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established. As a result more effective record-keeping systems had to be established to

make operational and to control these new activities.15

Chandler concludes that large-scale businesses appear for the first time in history

when the volume of economic activities reached a level where managerial coordination

became a more efficient and profitable means of administration than simple market

forces. An increase in economic activity, as well as the introduction of sophisticated

technology and expanded markets, transformed the size and structure of business. To be

competitive in expanded markets, large-scale businesses transferred their administrative

responsibilities to increasingly sophisticated managerial hierarchies. A philosophy of

management evolved in response to these new needs that "promoted rational and

impersonal systems in preference to personal and idiosyncratic leadership for maintaining

efficiency in a firm's operations."l6

Once such a managerial hierarchy was established and successfully performing its

administrative functions, the hierarchy itself became "a source of permanence, power,

and continual growth."l7 The case of American railroads in the latter half of the

nineteenth century illustrates this point. The demands of managing railroad development

led to changes in managerial principles and practices. Mismanaged expenditures and the

lack of official designation of duties and responsibilities proved to be disastrous in the

competitive market.l8 Thus, the selection of employees at all levels within the

hierarchical organization depended upon specialized skills and knowledge. The

rs Chandler, The Visible Hand,7.
tu Yates, Control Through Communication, L

17 Chandler, The Visible Hand,8.
tt Yates, Control Through Communication, T.
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promotion of employees became increasingly based upon training, experience, and

performance rather than on family connections.le

Chandler's contribution to organizational theory was to outlines why, how, where,

and when modern industrial organizatíons emerged. The new managerial hierarchy that

administered these organizations grew and favoured long-term stability over quick

profits, thus altering the basic structures of the economy. Managers "took over from the

market the coordination and integration of the flow of goods and services from the

production of raw materials through the several processes of production to the sale to the

ultimate consumer."2o

A new framework cemented itself within organizations during this period,

including a clear division of labour and management. It facilitated technical innovation in

that "mechanization was necessary to destroy old work habits and to tie the worker to the

unvarying regularity of the machine."2t O.re writer noted that the industrial revolution

was considered to be "a technological revolution, the application of mechanical power to

manufacturing, which revolutionized not only the process of production but also society

and the economy as a consequence."22

The implementation and use of information technologies for creating, organizing,

and using records had a measurable effect on these nineteenth-century organizations.

Peter Drucker, the renowned advisor on business policy and management to a number of

large American corporations, noted about management theory that technology-based

revolutions had an enorrnous impact on organizations, including information-producing

le Chandler, The Visible Hand,9.
to lbid., 1 1.
tt Thompson and McHu gh, lVork Organizations, 22.

" Winter and Taylor, "The Role of IT in the Transformation of Work," 11.
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and information-managing technologies. Technology more generally, in Drucker's view,

profoundly changed the "economies, markets, and industry structures; products and

services and their flows; consumer segmentation, consumer values, and consumer

behavior; jobs and labor markets."23 To a degree, managers of these new, larger

organtzations all faced a choice in the technology they employed, in that they could

choose to routinize their activities in different ways and to varfng degrees. Technology

was thus not a completely independent force. However, from the moment a basic

technology was selected, successful organization depended on developing compatible

structures, behaviours, control and communication systems, managerial styles, and new

methods of creating, using, and keeping records. Modem industrial organizations

developed and prospered as long as management guided this record-keeping process in a

centralized and structured fashion, enabling the organization to make necessary

adaptations in the face of changing conditions.

The technology deployed by these organizations varied between their different

units or structures. Controls and managerial styles were needed to match these variations.

Increasingly, the successful modem organizafions 'were those that placed considerable

emphasis on the opportunities available through innovation. Managers became the

catalysts for encouraging innovation. Examination of the increased implementation and

use of sophisticated technology within bureaucratic and industrial organizations reveals

important challenges and solutions among the emergent record-keeping systems.

Sophisticated technology also forecasts the structure and efficiency of more

contemporary or complex networked organizations.

" Peter F. Drucker, "Beyond the Information RevoluTlon," The Atlantic Monthly (October lggg),
47.
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In the nineteenth century, the older classic organizatíon was specific in every

detail and run ad hoc. However, by the early twentieth century, managerial controls were

based upon "an infrastructure of formal communication flows: impersonal policies,

procedures, processes, and orders flowed down the hierarchy; information to serve as the

basis for analysis and evaluation flowed up the hierarchy."2a Communication became an

increasingly important aspect of the managerial solution to organizational inefficiency in

the twentieth century. Thus, the effective flow of accurate and timely documentation was

the primary mechanism of managerial control. Modem organizations achieved

operational changes as managers improved the upward, downward, and horizontal flow

of communication, through better control of records with improved record-keeping

systems and record or information-making technologies. The railroads led the way in

developing "a gen-re of communication as an efficient mechanism of control."Zs

In most organizations, there was a massive amount of information that needed to

be communicated. "Communication occurred in the early stages, as records information

was transmitted up or across the hierarchy, or at later stages, when information was

communiòated to its users up, down, and across the hierarchy."tu'While this style of

management introduced and formalized a sophisticated internal communication process,

improvements in information technology influenced the way organizations operated, as

managers strove to reach maximum efficiency.2T

The introduction of typewriters, filing cabinets, carbon-copy duplicators, adding

machines, dating stamps, envelope sealers, and a whole range of file folders, indexing

'* Yates, Control Through Communication,20.
tt Yates, Control Through Communication, Tg.
26 Chandler and Cortada, A Nation Transformed by Information, I22.
2T lnformation technologies continue to influence the way contemporary organizations operate.
This will be explored further in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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books, and filing devices - even paper clips - revolutionizedthe creation of documents in

the late nineteenth century as orgarizations searched for efficiency in managing the

increasing amount of paperwork arising from the higher volume and greater complexity

of business. Joanne Yates concludes that these new information technologies

"contributed to the specialization of office skills and consequently created an opportunity

for applications of scientific and systematic management to the office as well as to the

factory floor."28

Records are created, used and stored for various reasons. The mechanisms with

which they are created and used include writing materials and implements, as well as

mechanical devices.2e tn light of the various intemal communications that emerged

during the late nineteenth and twentieth century, records creators responded to the new

demands imposed upon them.3o This occurred in response to the growing and changing

management philosophies that were heavily influenced by technological innovation.

There was a mounting need to make the intemal communication process more efficient in

terms of speed and legibility.

For example, the modern organization increasingly required that multiple copies

of documents be created simultaneously, for distribution to more and more managers at

headquarters (in order to coordinate policy and operations consistently) and to far flung

regional office managers. By the end of the nineteenth century, the typewriter was used to

meet these requirements in most orgarizations. The typewriter by then had become "the

tt Yates, Control Through Communication,64.
2e For discussion of the technology of record making, see James O'Toole, (Jnderstanding

Archives and Manuscripts (Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1990), 15-20.

'o For an interesting discussion of upward, downward and vertical communication and the
interrelationships among managerial functions, communication technologies, and communication
geffes, see Chapter 3 of Yates' work, Control Through Communication.
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usual agent by which records were created, and the very ease with which it could do so

increased geometrically the number and variety of records that could be produced."3l

This allowed organizations to create a great amount of records with increased speed and

efficiency. Once typewriters provided a broad uniformity within organizations in

production of records, organizations focused on an efficient means for the production of

multiple copies.

Carbon paper became widely used in conjunction with the typewriter to produce

several copies. Organizations also began to employ letter-press copying technology,

whereby the ink of an original record was "pressed" against a thin copying paper using

water and pressure.32 Early twentieth-century duplicating machines facilitated the

creation of a large number of copies from a single document, but the copies had to be

made more or less at the same time as the original. However, by the 1950s, this ail

changed with the invention and widespread introduction of xerography. It allowed for the

production of many copies using dry powder, electrical charges, and the reflection of

light. This enabled individuals to create copies when needed, rather than only

simultaneously with the original, and in much larger quantities than earlier methods.

V/ith the increased production of paper records, modem bureaucratic

organizations focused their attention on improving methods for keeping track of them.

The records and record-keeping systems for most govemment offices during this period

were not simply a by-product of the activities of institutions, inste.ad they were often

'r O'Toole, (Jnderstanding Archives and Manuscripts,16. For discussion of the typewriter, see

Michael H. Adler, The Writing Machine (London: Allen and Unwyn), 1973.

" The Archives of Manitoba has in its custody various examples of letter-press technology
including letter-press copying books containing inward and outward correspondence for
numerous Ministers, Deputy Ministers, and other senior Manitoba government officials. For
example, see Deputy Provincial Treasurer's outward correspondence,|STT - l9II, F 0088,
GR0007, G 10433 -G 10447.
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carefully planned. Indeed, they were powerful, administrative instruments. Cook explores

the history of records created in conjunction with the federal administration of northern

Canada up to the late 1950s and notes that the resulting records

...were not neutral forces over and above which northem administration
developed in whichever way its offrcials wished. Rather, records were
an integral part of that development, often shaping and restraining it.33

The introduction of typewriters, carbon paper, xerography, and other copying

technologies, as well as the increasing complexity of institutional functions, spurred on

the growth of government records. Margaret Cross Norton, Illinois State Archivist from

1922 to 1957, outlined the principal purposes for which government records were created

and the form they took in most departments during this period. They include charters;

registers; minutes; proceedings; and debates of boards and commissions; judicial records;

administrative records; reports; and research data.3a

A new record-keeping system known as vertical filing played an important role in

the management of this increasing amount of information by the early twentieth century.

Early on, organizations realized it was more efficient for individuals to group documents

they held on a particular topic, person, or case. This flexible system was known as "flat

filing" because documents were stored loosely in boxes or drawers. Several significant

improvements led to the introduction of vertical filing systems. In nineteenth-century

government and business settings, numerous individuals created large quantities of

records and stored them in their own personal filing systems, vertically in file cabinets.

Moreover, govemments came to rely on registry systems in which "individual documents

" Cook, "Paper Trails," 289.
3a For further discussion, see Thorton W. Mitchell, (ed.), Norton on Archives: The Writings of
Margaret Cross Norton on Archival and Records Management (Chicago: Society of American
Archivists, 197 5), 132-156.
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were controlled by means of elaborate numbering, sometimes including greater or lesser

indexing or notation of the contents."3s Registries were both central offices that held the

records of an organization and intellectual tools for recording its information resources.

Vertical file registries were particularly important in government departments where

business was often conducted over yeãs or even decades, and reflected the intricacies

between citizens and government. In this way, the personal, local memory held in classic

orgarizations was replaced by official, corporate and recorded memory in more modern

institutions.

A study of the British Treasury's registry system between 1900 and 1950

emphasizes that the historical perspective on record keeping helps to illuminate the

structure and operating culture of modern orgaruzations and their functions, the kinds of

records created within these organizations, and the classification and nature of business

affairs and the relative importance of their varied transactions.36 The creation and

maintenance of this registry over a fifty-year period demonstrates a clear need on the

orgatization's part to establish a sense of order for managers and their work.37 By the

1890s, vertical files were relied upon more than older flat files because they facilitated

the filing of related documents together according to different categories that often

changed over time. This system the technique of organizing documents which shared

characteristics (for example, subject, location, and client) into files and then the files into

's O'Toole, Understønding Archives and Mqnuscripts, 18.
36 Craig, "Rethinking Formal Knowledge and its Practices in the Organization," 111-136.

" Ibid., r35.
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drawers in vertical filing cabinets according to "an appropriate and accessible filing

system."38

It is not surprising that railroads were the leaders in merging various idiosyncratic

records-storage systems into a single vertical filing system and that its emergence

affected both internal and extemal communication within large-scale organizations. It is

also during this period that a new position was developed to manage the records. lritially

clerical, but increasingly professional, records managers were assigned the job of pouring

through records to determine which ones should be kept to support business

requirements, for how long, and under what file name and number, as well as which

records should be discarded when no longer useful.

Organizations also identified a business need to analyze quantitative data as they

increasingly focused on monitoring efficiency and controlling processes. This resulted in

the development and use of calculating devices that sped up the process of performing

numerical calculations, just as the typewriter had made the recording of textual

information faster. Adding machines that printed out the numbers entered the worþlace;

as a result, the totals in addition, subtraction, and even multiplication were both more

accurate and more quickly produced than the tabulations performed manually even by

skilled accountants. Specialized billing and bookkeeping machines also appeared by the

early twentieth century, to analyze the quantitative information entered on a keyboard

and registered for use in calculations.

38 Chandler and Cortada, A Nation Transformed by Information,118. The Archives of Manitoba
has in its custody numerous examples of the registry and vertical filing systems. The Minister of
Health's fficefiles series, H 0001, GR5136 and the Deputy Minister of Health's fficefiles
series, H 0003, GR3830 are excellent examples of the vertical filing system within the Manitoba
government context. The operations and programs files central registry series, ATG 0132,
GR3550 is an example of the centralization of subject files respecting policy and implementation
of the programs and operations of the Department of Justice.
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These new technologies enabled modem orgarizations to use and reuse numerical

data, contributing further to the managerial demand to analyze quantitative data in order

to monitor worker efficiency and control production processes.3e Machines that could

perform mathematical computations in an increasingly sophisticated and much quicker

way, using electrical currents rather than mechanical gears and wheels, appeared shortly

after the Second World'War. The information handling capability of these computational

machines (or computers) expanded exponentially almost annually, while their size and

cost decreased significantly. These machines and the invention of the integrated circuit

and silicon chip, and their significance in terms of the creation, use and storage of

organizational information will be examined in the following chapter, as part of the story

of more contemporary networked organizations.

The remainder of this chapter explores how the classic organtzation was

transformed into the modern organization between the nineteenth century and the mid-

twentieth century by focusing through the lens of several organizational and management

theorists. The study of the development of modern bureaucracy is reflected in their work

as they wrestled with issues involving the hierarchical nature of organizations, new work

methods, greater specialization, and the increasing division of labour. Cost accounting,

standardization of work and use of unskilled workers required new forms of coordination,

integration, and control as well as new methods of creating, using, and keeping records.

These organizational theorists both charted, and served as a catalyst for, the

transformation of the older classic organization and its management into its modern

counterparts.

3e Chandler and Cortada, A Nation Trønsformed by Information,120-122.
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Managers in modern organizations were now required to focus increasingly on

devising new methods and controls to maximize efficiency and to coordinate the work of

others. They attempted to plan, organize, and control the work of these large firms and

often discussed their ideas at meetings and presented their findings in early engineering

publications; their decisions and new processes and procedures are also reflected in the

new record-keeping systems.

Classic and Modern Management Theorv

In response to these challenges of size, growth, and complexity, classic

management theorists studied ways to manage work and make orgarizations more

efficient. There are three different approaches to this in the history of management

thinking. The "scientific management approach," represented by the work of Frederick

Winslow Taylor, Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, and Heffy Gantt, focuses on the study of

work methods with the goal of improving worker efficiency. These theorists concerned

themselves with problems such as job definition, incentive systems, and selection and

training. The "bureaucratic approach," pioneered most notably by Max Weber, focuses

on the need for organizations to operate in a rational and clearly structured manner, rather

than relying on the arbitrary whims of owners and managers. The "administrative

management approach," supported by Henri Fayol and Chester Barnard, explores

principles that can be used by managers to coordinate the internal activities of

organizations. This school of thought encompasses early works and related contributions
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that have formed the main roots of the field of management. To these three schools of

thought, the analysis now turns.

Scientific management is an approach within classical management theory that

emphasizes the scientific study of work methods in order to improve worker efficiency.

Frederick 'Winslow Taylor made major contributions to both management and

organization theory based on his work at the shop level in the steel industry. Born to a

wealthy family in 1856, Taylor became an apprentice pattern maker and machinist for a

local firm before moving on to The Midvale Steel Company in Philadelphia. Taylor was

exposed to management problems in 1884 when he became the chief engineer of the

company. He recognized that, despite the superior and often arrogant manner of

management toward employees, it was essentially the workers who ran the plants. After

sfudying the problem, Taylor formulated the first systematic presentation of scientific

management in a paper entitled "The Engineer as an Economist."4o

Taylor became one of the first management thinkers to advocate control of human

behaviour in organizations and to call attention to the importance of people in the quest

for efficiency and productivity. His many improvements led him to generulize that four

principles could be applied to all social activities including the management of homes,

universities, farms and govemment departments: the development of a true science of

work; the scientific selection and progressive development of the worker; the meshing of

the science of work and the scientifically selected and trained worker; and the close

relationship between management and workers.al

ao Andrea Gabor, The Capitalist Philosoplzers (New York: Times Books, 2OO0),344.
ot D.S. Pugh, D. J. Hickson and C. R. Hinnings, Writers on Organizations (Middlesex: Penguin
Books Ltd., l97l),8; 98-99.
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Taylor's main objective was to solve the "soldiering" problem he observed among

individuals.a2 Soldiering involved deliberately working at less than full capacity and

occurred, he believed, for three reasons. To begin, he argued that workers fear that

increasing their productivity will cause them or other workers to lose their jobs.

Secondly, workers conclude that there is no personal profit in working and thus restrict

output because of their desire to avoid rate cuts. Consequently, Taylor argued that if

management knew how long it should take a worker to complete a job, this information

would eliminate the necessity of cutting rates. In other words, if management could

establish fixed rates, the individual is forced to do a "good day's work" to earn

reasonable wages. Therefore, according to Taylor, the exact scientific determination of

the maximum speed at which a job can be done is the means through which the wage

problem could be solved. a3 Finally, Taylor believed deliberately working at less than fuIl

capacity occurs because work methodologies and rules of thumb handed down from

generation to generation are often inefficient. Combined together, these factors led Taylor

to conclude that managers, not workers, are responsible for soldiering because it is the

responsibility of managers to set up a means by which productivity could be encouraged.

Of course, tracking all this data through analyses of work processes generated and

required a wide range of new records as well as new ways of storing and retrieving them

for ongoing analysis.

Taylor focused on the basic physical activities involved in production typified by

a time-methods study. His "time studies" involve breaking down the work task into its

various components, eliminating the unnecessary components, determining the best way

a'JackDuncan, Great Ideas in Management (SanFrancisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1989), 51.
o3 Crainer, Ihe Management Cenutry, 9.
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to perform tasks, and timing each component to discern the total amount of production

that could be expected per duy.oo He investigated the effective use of human beings in

industrial organizations, and analyzed the interaction between the characteristics of

humans and the social and task environments created by organizations. The actual area of

behaviour considered by Taylor and his successors in the scientific management

approach to organizational theory was much narïower, however. Because of the historical

"accidents" of their positions and training, as well as the specific problems they faced in

industry, Taylor and his associates primarily studied the use of workers as adjuncts to

machines in the performance of routine productive tasks.as Taylor's system of

management served to mechanize the worker, in effect by splitting the functions of hand

and brain, as well as engineering giant leaps in efficiency. But it also dehumanized the

worþlace. Under its influence, more and more individuals were employed to provide

'ohands," while their managers provided the brains.a6 Yet to sweeten the process, Taylor

also advocated wage increases of 30 to 100 percent where new work methods were used

to attain daily productivity standards.aT

Although praised for his work, Taylor did experience varying degrees of

opposition. Some managers believed that he was exploiting workers by getting them to

produce more, leading, for example, to large-scale work-force reductions. Despite this,

Taylor began to apply scientific management to other non-steel sectors of American

business, including the railroads. At the American government's Interstate Commerce

aa Frederick Winslow Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Managerzen I (New York:
W. W. Norton & Company,lnc,2nd edition, 1967),36-37.
as For discussion, see Allen C. Bluerdon's, "Review of Frederick W. Taylor's, The Principles of
Scientific Management," Academy of Management Review 11 (1986), 443-447.
o6 Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management,3S.
ot Edwin A. Locke, "The ldeas of Frederick W. Taylor: An Evaluation," Acødemy of
Management Review 7 (1982),14-24.
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Commission in which the railroads sought to increase freight rates, Taylor testified they

could reduce costs using the scientific management approach.as This interest in his ideas

helped increase Taylor's public profile and scientific management gradually spread

throughout the United States and Europe by the end of the First World War.

The development of modern organizations in the latter part of the nineteenth

century and beginning of the twentieth century is charactenzed by the concept of a

structured approach to management. The development and growth of these organizations

also demonstrate, among other things, a shift in ownership and a shift from personal to

impersonal management, the development of new technologies for manufacturing, and

the pressure to maintain efficient production. The convergence of rapid growth,

decreasing costs of production, improved communication and transportation, and

competition led to problems never witnessed before. The invention of scientific

management was a solution that attempted to solve these issues including abolishing

much of the power workers exercised over the production processes. The managerial role

and hierarchical layering of organizations forced the development of rational structures

and facilitated the distribution of responsibilities within organizations. Scientific

management reflects "an attempt to determine, by creating standardized ways of

performing" the ways in which work could be done most efficiently "in the proper

conduct of a firm's activities."a9

ot Drurcan, Great Ideas in Management, 54-55.
ae Joseph Litterer, "systematic Management: The Search for Order and Integration," Business
History Review 35 (Winter 1961), 476. For a general discussion of the factors that led to the
development of scientific management, see Glenn Porter, The Rise of Big Business, I860-1920
(Arlington Heights, Ill: Harlan Davidson, Inc., 2nd edition, Tgg}),David Montgomery,lí/orkers
Control in America: Studies in the History of lV'ork, Technologt, and Labour Struggles
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2nd edition, 1980), and Joseph Litterer, "scientific
Management: Design for Organizational Recoupling in American Manufacturing Firms,"
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The scientific management approach brought considerable precision of

measurement into the organization of the individual worker's production activities. It

raised and partially answered a number of fundamental questions about human

engineering. It stimulated an impressive number of studies of the physiological

constraints on manual operations and showed that it is feasible to specify precisely the

activities involved in routine production tasks. kr this respect, Taylor's work in scientific

management is more relevant to mechanization and automation than the broader

psychological aspects of human behaviour in organizations. It is also, evidently, more

relevant to industrial organizations producing "hard" standardized products and more

difficult to apply to "softer" organizations, such as in government or education, which

produce services tailored to each client. Nevertheless, Taylorism and the whole concept

of performance measurement influenced all modem organizations and the kinds of

records they created and used.

Henry L. Gantt worked closely with Taylor at the Midvale and Bethlehem Steel

Companies. Gantt later became amanagement consultant and is credited with developing

the Gantt chart, a graphic aid to planning, scheduling, and control that is still being used

today. He also devised a pay incentive whereby workers and supervisors are paid extra

when they reach prescribed work standards. He argued that this incentive would

encourage supervisors to coach workers needing assistance. Gantt's writings reflect

Business History Review 37 (Winter 1963),369-391. For a discussion of the ways in which
scientific management was implemented and used in industry, business, and education post-
Taylor, see Samuel Haber, Efficiency and Uplift: Scientific Management in the Progressive Era,
1890-1920 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), Daniel Nelson, (ed.), A Mental
Revolution: Scientific Management Since Taylor (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1992.
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Taylor's influence.so Ho*"u"r, Gantt differentiated himself by focusing on the social

aspect of management and business more generally. By 7917, Gantt argued businesses

need to seek a balance between profit and public good. His focus was on large-scale

businesses that attempt to exert monopolistic power in the form of decreased customer

responsiveness and excess profits.5l

Frank and Lillian Gilbreth were also major supporters of Taylor's scientific

management approach to understanding organizations. The couple began motion studies

aimed at reducing unnecessary motions in the workplace, thus reducing work fatigue.

They concentrated on seventeen basic motions, each called a "therblig."52 Although

Frank passed away at a young age, Lillian pressed on and pursued a doctorate in

psychology. Her doctoral thesis was published as a book, The Psychology of

Management,making it one of the earliest works that applied the findings of psychology

to business. She defined the psychology of management as "the effect of the mind that is

directing the work upon that which is directed, and the effect of this undirected and

directed work upon the mind of the worker."53 ln particular, Gilbreth furthered the

definition of scientific management by focusing on analysis and synthesis. Much like

Taylor, Gilbreth argued that tasks should be broken down into their essential parts

(analysis). Then tasks should be redefined using only the essential elements necessary for

s0 For the published writings of Henry L. Gantt, see Work, Wages, and Profits (New York:
American Management Association, 1910); andlndustrial LeadershÞ (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1916). For a compilation of his works, see Alex W. Rathe, (ed.), Gøntt on
Managemenl (New York: American Management Association, 1961).
tt Duncan, Greøt Ideøs in Management,l3T-140.
52 "Therblig" is "Gilbreth" spelled backwards, with the "t" and "h" reversed. Therbligs included
motions such as walk, lift, and hold - motions that were used to study tasks in a number of
industries.

" Lillian M. Gilbreth, The Psychologt of Management: The Function of the Mind in Determining,
Teaching and Installing Methods of Least Waste Q\ew York: Sturgis and Walton Co.,I9I4), L
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efficient work (synthesis). Gilbreth also had an interest in the human implications of

scientific management, arguing the purpose of scientific management is to help

individuals reach their maximum potential by developing their skills and abilities.sa

German sociologist Max Weber developed the bureaucratic approach, which is

the second major trend within classic management theory. This approach emphasizes the

need for a systematic, rational implementation of orgarizational structures based on

sociological theories of bureaucracy. Indeed the term "bureauuact'' was explicitly

defined in the early twentieth century by Weber.st Born in 1864 to a wealthy family with

strong political and social connections, 'Weber pursued work as a professor, consultant,

and author throughout his life, making major contributions that cross a number of

academic disciplines, such as management, sociology, economics, ffid philosophy.s6

Weber was a very perceptive observer of history and noted that the story of society as

well as the rise of civilization was a story of power and domination. He argued that

different social epochs were charactenzed by different forms of politicalrule. For a ruler

or group of rulers to sustain power and legitimacy, they had to develop appropriate

administrative too ls and or ganizational structures.

His ideas emerged in light of the prevailing notions of class consciousness and

nepotism. For example, only individuals with aristocratic birth could become officers in

the Prussian army or attain high-level positions within government and industry. Weber

sa Daniel A. Wren, The Evolution of Manøgement Thought (New York: Wiley, 2nd edition,lgTg),
166-t69.
st Although bureaucracy had developed several times independently in ancient civilizations, Max
Weber was the first theorist to understand it as one of the forces driving human history. For
thoughtful discussion, see James R. Beniger, The Control Revolution: Technological and
Economic Origins of the Information Society (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986), 6.
t6 

See Wren's, The Evolution of Management Thought 229-234. See also Arnold Eisen, "The
Meanings of Confusions of Weberian'Rationality,"'BritishJournal of Sociolog (March I978),
57-70.
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argued that this situation was not only unfair, but also led to organizational

ineffectiveness. There was no possibility of organizations capitalizing on the talents of

individuals who were not of aristocratic birth. Thus, Weber argued that bureaucracy must

be an administrative arrangement which allows legitimate power to be channelied

through hierarchical structures toward the performance of objective tasks using the most

talented workers.sT

Weber focused on the new large-scale organizations arising from of the industrial

revolution to determine how they might best operate according to his formulation of the

characteristics of the "ideal bureaucracy." He understood that such a bureaucracy did not

exist, but his purpose was to develop ideas that could be used as a starting point in

understanding large organizations. He saw the bureaucratic form of the orgarization as a

tool of a centralized administration, where the legitimacy of those in power is

underpinned by a respect for the rule of law. In a bureaucracy, laws, rules, policies,

procedures and predefined routines are dominant. They give form to a clearly defined

system of administration wherein the exercise of "due process" is important. It is

commonly known that bureaucracies are supposed to operate "by the rules." They are

places where individual initiative, enterprise, judgment and creativity take second place

to the policies and procedures that have been defined or authorized by those in charge of

the organization as a whole. 'Weber argued that rules, based on technical knowledge) ate

established with the expectation that they will regulate the organization's structure and

processes in order to reach maximum efficiency. 58

5t Pugh, Hickson and Hinnings, V[/riters on Organizations,2I.
tt D.S. Pugh (ed.), Organizational Theory; Selected Theories (Middlesex: Penguin Books Ltd.,
1985), 25.
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Weber observed that the bureaucratic approach to organization mechanized the

process of administration, exactly as machines had routinized production in industry. His

writings make frequent reference to how the process of mechanization eliminated the

human dimension. As he wrote

The decisive reason for the advance ofbureaucratic organization has
always been its purely technical superiority over any form of organiza-
tion. The fully developed bureaucratic mechanism compares with
other organizations exactly as does the machine with the non-mechan-
ical modes of production...the more the bureaucracy is "dehumanized,"
the more completely it succeeds in eliminating from official business,
love, hatred, and purely personal, irrational and emotional elements
which escape calculation.se

According to Vy'eber, bureaucracy is a rational legal form of orgartization that carries

mechanistic principles into all areas of social life. His writings illustrate how a respect for

legal order ultimately serves to create rigid, rule-bound institutions. Weber's classic

bureaucracy represented the traditional organizational pyramid under the strict control of

a chief executive. Authority is distributed in a hierarchy of positions, each successive

layer in the hierarchy embracing in authority all positions beneath it. h this case,

authority adhered to the office or the position, not the person. Moreover, such authority is

impersonal, restricted, and delimited according to the specification of the office and its

location in the hierarchy.60

'Weber also argued that selection and advancement of members within the

organization should always be based on qualifications and performance. Rules and

procedures are established to make the handling of various contingencies efficient. The

tn H. H. Garth and C. Wright Mills (eds.), Max, r\/eber: Essays in Sociologt (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1946), 246.
60 Pugh, Hickson and Hinnings, Writers on Organizations,22.
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organization tries to codify important operational principles and is run in accordance with

those principles. Meetings are viewed as a waste of time and are rarely necessary because

almost every contingency is well understood in advance. The organization is therefore

operating, 'Weber assumed, in an ultra-stable environment. Those critical of Weber's

ideal bureaucracy argued that it is hampered by excessive rules and that such stability

rarely exists in an ever-changing world. However, when 'Weber's work was translated

into English in the 1940s, many managers in the United States found his ideas useful in

considering how organizations could be more effectively managed. Of course,

implementing Weber's approach generated a whole range of new records, from

organizational charts to mandate statements, from policy directives to detailed procedural

manuals, from job descriptions to work reporting. Records management too, as an

organizational function, was centralized and formalized within the V/eberian hierarchy,

from its earlier local and informal sittings.

While Taylor, Gantt, the Gilbreths and'Weber were developing the scientific and

bureaucratic management approaches to organizational structure and behaviour, a third

approach within classic management theory was taking shape. The administrative

management approach to understanding organizations focused on principles that could be

used by managers to coordinate the intemal activities of organizations. Henri Fayol and

Chester Barnard, executives of major organizations, are leading contributors to this

approach.

A French industrialist, Henri Fayol was bom in 1841 to a middle-class family

near Lyon.61 Fayol produced what is considered the first comprehensive statement of a

ut Duncan, Greqt Ideas in Management,60-61 andgl-97.
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general theory of management. Úeitially published in France in 1916, Fayol's work was

largely ignored in the United States until it was translated into English in 7929.62 He

worked as a mining engineer with the French coal-and-iron combine Commentary-

Fourchambault Company, first as an apprentice and then progressing to managing

director in 1888. Throughout his career, Fayol strove to secure a strong financial position

for the company. Experiences as a high-level manager convinced him that knowledge

acquired by managers should be passed on to individuals with administrative

responsibilities.

Fayol's approach rested in part on isolating major functions of business activities.

This functional approach to management included planning, organizing, commanding,

coordinating, and controlling business activities.63 Fayol also introduced several

principles he found useful in managing the coal-and-iron company, including division of

work, authority, discipline, unity of command, unity of direction, and subordination of

individual interest to general interest. According to Fayol, the division of work resulted in

efniciencies and is applicable to both managerial and technical functions. However, he

stressed that there are limits on the extent to which work can be divided. Fayol also

argued that businesses require authority to give orders and the power to demand

obedience.

There are two types of administrative authority: formal authority assigned to the

relevant office; and the personal authority of its actual incumbent based on factors such

as intelligence and experience. Fayol stressed that discipline is mandatory for the

62 Henri Fayol, General ønd Industrial Manøgement,Translated by J. A. Conbrough (Geneva:
International Management Institute, 1929); and by kwn Gray (New York IEEE Press, 1984).
u'John M. Ivancevich, Robert Konopaske and Michael T. Matteson, Organizatíonal Behavior
and Management Q{ew York, McGraw-Hill, 7ù edition, 2005), 10.
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effective operations of the organization and the kind of discipline is dependent upon the

worthiness of its leaders. Moreover, Fayol argued that employees should receive orders

from only one superior and that activities aimed at accomplishing one task should be

organized so that there is only one plan and only one supervisor in charge. Finally, the

interests of an individual within the organization should not supersede the interests and

goals of the orgatization.6a Many of the principles of management that Fayol outlined are

still widely used today.

Chester Bamard is another major contributor to the administrative management

approach within classic management theory. Born in 1886 in Massachusetts, he went to

Harvard but did not complete his degree. Bamard worked with American Telephone and

Telegraph as a statistician, and progressed to the position of president of the New Jersey

Bell Telephone Company in 1927. He wrote about the effective administration of

organizations in the Functions of the Executive,published in 1938.6s

Barnard concluded that organizations require three elements in order to operate

efficiently: communication, a willingness to serve, and a common purpose. Therefore,

managers need to ensure a proper means of communication, foster a willingness to

cooperate among employees, and develop and nurture a coÍtmon purpose among

employees. The common purpose facilitates cooperation among employees and gives

meaning to the work environment.66

Another integral piece of Barnard's work was the acceptance theory of authority.

This theory argued authority does not depend as much on "persons of authority" who

6a Fayol, General and Industrial Management,6I-98.
ut Wren, The Evolution of Managernent Thought,310-311.
66 Kenneth R. Andrews, in the introduction to the thirtieth-anniversary edition of Chester L
Barnard's, The Function of the Executive (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968), viii.
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give orders as on the willingness of those who received the orders to comply. It is the

employee who decides whether to comply with orders. In this case, authority flows from

the bottom up. Barnard furthered this argument by stating that employees accept direction

from management if they understand the communication, see the communication as

consistent with the goals of the orgartization, feel the actions required are consistent with

the needs of employees, and view themselves and others as mentally and physically

capable of complying with the orders. Barnard's acceptance theory received some

negative feedback in light of his focus on subordinate acceptance. However, this theory

highlights that employees do not necessarily accept and comply with orders from above

simply because they are handed down by management. Thus, managers need to focus on

the way in which they attempt to exert authority and power.67 In this case, organi zational

culture is as important as 'Weber's organization structures and hierarchy, or Taylor's

scientific management of work processes.

Barnard's focus on the reactions of employees to orders and authority occurred in

conjunction with the development of behaviour management theory. Barnard was aware

of early behaviouralist works including those of Mary Parker Follett and the Hawthorne

Studies. Most theorists within the classic management school viewed individual workers

as part of the mechanisms of production. As such, those theorists' efforts focused on

means through which mechanisms of production could be used in a more effective way.

The idea that an employee's production might be influenced by intemal reactions to

various aspects of the job was not seen as a contributing factor. However, theorists

working within the behavioural management school of organtzational theory emphasized

67 
See Chapter 12 of Bamard's, The Function of the Executive,16l-184.
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the importance of understanding the various factors that affect human behaviour in

organizations and thus became a fourth, if later, modern component of management

theory, building on and sometimes challenging the scientific, bureaucratic, and

administrative approaches already discussed.

Several factors led to the development of the more modern behaviour

management theory by the 1930s. Following legalization of union-management collective

bargaining in the United States, managers began searching for new and innovative ways

of dealing with employees. Once unions entered factories, the desired emphasis on

improved human relations and preferred working conditions was finally taken seriously

by managers. Behavioural scientists conducting research on day-to-day activities within

the worþl ace atthis time also advocated more attention to the human aspect of work.68

The study of behaviour management theory includes four parts: the work of early

behaviouralists including Hugo Munsterberg, Mary Parker Follett and Elton Mayo; the

Hawthome Studies; the human relations movement; and the more contemporary

behavourial science approach. Munsterberg, Follett and Mayo focused their attention on

human behaviour in organizations and findings from the Hawthome Studies that

indicated that employees were more than just mechanisms of production. This notion led

to the development of the human relations movement, with its emphasis on concern for

the employee. However, it was the behavioural science approach that provided a focus on

scientific research, emerging to build more specific theories about behaviour in

orgarizatíons that provided practical guidelines for managers.

ut Robert Kreitner, and Angelo Kinicki, Organizational Behavior (New York: kwin McGraw-
Hill, 4tr' edition, 1998), 12.
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Hugo Munsterberg was born in 1863 in Germany. He earned both a PhD in

psychology and a medical degree. kt 1892, he opened a psychological laboratory at

Harvard and focused on practical applications of psychology. He started by looking at

industrial applications of psychology, which led him to publish Psychology and

Industrial Efficiency in lgl3.6e Munsterberg argued that psychologists couid help

organizations in three major areas. The first area is closely linked to the scientific

management approach in that the focus is on studying work and finding ways of

identifying individuals best suited to that work. However, the other two areas emphasize

factors other than those characteristic of classic management theory that could influence

the behaviour of individuals at work. For example, Munsterberg identified ideal

conditions under which individuals perform at their very best. He also developed ways to

influence individuals to behave in ways that arc aligned with management interests.

Munsterberg's work led to the establishment of the field of industrial psychology and he

is credited with being the first theorist to study human behaviour in a work setting.T0

Mary Parker Follett was another early behaviouralist whose primary focus was on

group dynamics within organizations. She was born in 1868 in Boston and had an

educational background in political science. Follett worked as a social worker and

became interested in employment and worþlace issues. Follet was one of few women to

become a management consultant in the industrial world of the 1920s. A writer ahead of

her time, she argued that employees are complex beings with various attitudes, beliefs

and needs. ln her view, individuals are constantly influenced by groups within the

un Hugo Munsterberg, Psychologt and Industrial Efficiency (New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1913).
to George, The History of Management Thought, 102-103. For an interesting discussion of
Munsterberg see Claude S. Jr. George, "Measuring Minds for the Job," Business Vlëek (January
29, t966),60-63.
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orgarrization. Moreover, groups are able to exercise control over themselves and their

activities. Follett advocated that managers should motivate employees to attain optimal

job performance rather than simply demandin g it." Current methodology regarding self-

managing teams stems from Follett's work on group dynamics.

Differentiating herself from most classic management theorists (except Bamard),

Mary Parker Follett believed that organizational power is a joint initiative between

employees and managers. This idea involved employees and managers working

cooperatively, rather than managers simply exercising control and authority over

employees.t' Follett used the concept of integration to demonstrate the usefulness of

distributed power. Integration involved searching for solutions to problems by both

management and employees. Follett noted that "integration involves invention, and the

clever thing is to recognize this, and not to let one's thinking stay within the boundaries

of two alternatives that are mutually exclusive.T3 Current methodologies regarding

conflict resolution stem from Follett's work.

As Follett continued to focus on group dynamics, Australian-born Elton Mayo

focused on the needs of employees. ln 1949, he noted that "the passage from an

established to an adaptive social order has brought into being a host of new and

unanticipated problems for management and for the individual worker."74 Mayo's

writings emphasized that employees must first be understood as people, if they are to be

tt Kreitner and Kinicki , Organizational Behavior,12.
t2 

See Mary Parker Follett, Freedom and Coordination Q.irew York: McGraw-Hill, 1960); for
further nuance, see Andrews' intoduction to Barnard's The Function of the Execulive and
Duncan, Great ldeas in Management.
t'Henry C. Metcalf and Lyndall Urwick, (eds.), Dynamic Administration: The Collected Papers
of Mary Parker Follet (New York: Harper & Row, 1940),32-33.
to Elton Mayo, "Hawthorne and the Western Electric Company," The Social Problems of an
Industrial Civilizarion (London: Routledge & K. Paul, 1949),284.
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understood as members of the organization. It is clear he was committed to analyzingthe

behaviour of employees as they affect, and are affected by, organizational processes.

Mayo inspired the Hawthome studies and he headed this new research at the Westem

Electric Company plant.

The Hawthome studies contributed to an increasing focus on the human element

within organizations through the 1950s. Managers and academics continued to make

claims about the powerful impact individual needs, supportive supervision, and group

dynamics have on individual performance. The writings of classic management theorists,

such as Taylor and Weber, overlook the human impact on productivity, specifically the

effect of personal attention from supervisors and relationships between group members.

The Hawthorne studies and the related emphasis on the human element within

organizations represent a major shift in the study of management. As one academic

pointed out, "no other theory or set of experiments has stimulated more research and

controversy nor contributed more to change in management thinking than the Hawthorne

studies and the human relations movement they spawned."75

The Hawthome studies confirmed the importance of understanding the social

aspects of human behaviour in organizations. The studies highlight the fact that managers

tt John G. Adair, "The Hawthorne Effect: A Reconsideration of the Methodological Artifact,"
Journal of Applied Psychologt 69 (1984),334. For a general discussion of the Hawthorne studies,
see Ronald G. Greenwood and Charles D. Wrege, "The Hawthorne Studies," in Daniel A. Wren
and John A. Pearce II (eds.), "Papers Dedicated to the Development of Modern Management,"
Academy of Management (7986),24-35; Wren, The Evolution of Management Thought; andL.D.
Parker, "Control inOrganizational Life: The Contribution of Mary Parker Follett," Academy of
Managetnent Review 9 (1984), 736-745. Evidence indicating that the original results tabulated by
researchers during the Hawthorne studies were unjustified is explored in Ronald G. Greenwood,
A. A. Bolton, and R. A. Greenwood, "Hawthorne a Half Century Later Relay Assembly
Participants Remember," Journal of Management (Fall-Winter, 1983), 277-3I; and H. Mcllvaine
Parsons, "Hawthome: An early OBM Experiment," Journal of Organizational Behaviour
Managemenl (February 1992), 27 44.
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needed to possess technical and social skills as well as an understanding of how to

increase job satisfaction among individuals, not just technical and scientific knowledge

about work processes. Abraham Maslow and Douglas McGregor are two theorists who

furthered the study of human relations in the modern worþlace.

Abraham Maslow was born in 1908 in Brooklyn and received his PhD in

psychology at the University of Wisconsin. V/hile teaching at the Brandeis University,

Maslow developed a theory of motivation based on three principles regarding human

nature. The first principle states that individuals have needs that are never completely

satisfied. Secondly, individuals are concemed with fulfilling needs that are unsatisfied.

Finally, human needs fit into a hierarchy of needs.76 The discovery of the need for

developing an individual's full potential provided managers with new ideas on

motivation. Maslow's hierarchy of needs is insightful as it argued that managers need to

focus on more than pay incentives when thinking about motivating individuals. It also

encouraged managers to focus on other needs individuals might have, such as career

progression or job satisfaction.

Douglas McGregor is another theorist who contributed to the human relations

movement. McGregor was bom in Detroit in 1906 and earned a PhD at Harvard. He

taught industrial management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and drew

upon his experience as a management consultant in formulating two sharply contrasting

sets of assumptions about human nature. Through his own experiences, McGregor

realized that there was not enough information about the behaviour of individuals at work

tu There are five levels within Maslow's hierarchy of needs. They include from lowest to highest;
physiological, safet¡r, belongingness, esteem, and self-actualization. For further discussion, see

Abraham Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation," Psychologícal Review 50 (1943), 370.396;
and Abraham Maslow, Motivation and Personalir7 (New York, Harper & Row, 1954).
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available to managers at this time. McGregor's "theory X versus theory Y" approach

significantly added to the human relations movement and provided such guidance for

managers. Theory X assumptions were of a negative and pessimistic nature and

McGregor believed they were typical of how managers traditionally perceive

employees.77 Theory X managers believe workers are Tazy,lack initiative, need direction

at all times, and have to be closely watched and monitored.

McGregor formulated theory Y in order to assist managers with breaking this

negative tradition. This theory focused on a more positive set of assumptions about

individuals in the worþlace.t8 Theory Y managers see individuals as energized,

committed, responsible, and creative beings. Both Maslow and McGregor contributed to

the human relations movement as they provided managers with options for interacting

with different kinds of employees found in any large worþlace. Their ideas were popular

especially with managers searching for new ways of increasing productivity. Both

theories later continue to form part of contemporary management methodologies.

Several academics and managers argued that the human relations movement is

somewhat simplistic in that it does not provide managers with a set of concrete actions

tt Theory X assumptions include the following: workers dislike their jobs and try to avoid them;
workers need to be coerced, controlled, directed, and threatened with punishment to get them to
work toward organizational goals; workers want to be directed, they shun responsibility, have
little ambition, and seek securify above all. For a more detailed discussion, see Douglas
McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (lt{ew York: McGraw-Hill, 1960).
tt Theory Y assumptions include the following: workers do not distike their work and the
physical and mental effort involved in doing this work is natural; workers will exercise self-
direction and self-control to reach goals to which they are committed; commitment to goals is a
function of the rewards available, especially those that meet self-actualization needs; workers
seek out responsibility; workers have the capacity to exercise a great deal of creativity and
innovation when solving organizational problems; and the intellectual capacity of workers is
under-utilized in organizations. For further explanation, see McGregor, The Human Side of
Enterprise.
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that will enable them to interact more effectively with employees. A need for a more

complex view of the worþlace became obvious. This led to the development of the

behaviourai science approach within behaviour management theory, emphasizing

scientific research as the basis for developing theories about human behaviour in

organizations. Such research in tum would lead to practical guidelines for managers. Like

the three earlier "schools" of classic organizational theory, behavioural science borrows

ideas from a multiplicity of disciplines including management, psychology, sociology,

anthropology, and economics. Concepts are tested in organizations and sometimes in

laboratories prior to being introduced as viable approaches to managers.

By the mid-twentieth century, classic and modern management theorists brought

attention to organizational theory by their concentration on the nature of work and how it

fit into building and maintaining an organizational structure. Through their ideas, and

indeed the very issues that called forth their research or drew their attention, one can

witness the transformation of the orgarrjzation itself from its classic family or local

entrepreneurial roots to much more complex institutions. These institutions, like the

theorists that wrote about them, developed sophisticated hierarchies, scientifically

structured work processes, and their own organizational cultures, including an increased

focus on human relations and worker behaviours. This chapter has thus demonstrated that

classic and modem organtzations continually reinvented the way they did business,

redefined their business functions, and redistributed responsibility and resources in

carrying out their mandates and operations, based very much on new research and

understandings of intemal organizational cultures and employee-manager dynamics as

well as on extemal changes in markets, competition, or law.
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The historical study of classic and modem bureaucratic orga;rizations reveals that

they transformed themselves from unorganized ad-hoc factories or small family shops to

rationalized, well-ordered, large and complex bureaucratic, manufacturing, or

transportation firms. A parallel development was occurring in govemments as well, as

they were transformed from small, limited, regulatory, laissez-faire structures to large,

complex, interventionist entities with a vast array of functions and activities. Moreover,

the examination of the increased implementation and use of sophisticated technology

reveals important challenges and solutions expressed within more modern organizations

and their emergent record-keeping systems. Historical perspectives on organizational

communication and the history of record-keeping practices in these modern organizations

provide a foundation for understanding the contemporary organization of today and how

it works. In fact, the argument of this thesis is that these broad structural and managerial

changes in orgarizational work and worþlace culture are the critical context that

archivists must understand when appraising the records from the information and record-

keeping systems of such organizations.

The analysis now turns to a discussion of more recent organizations which will

inform an understanding of the creation, use and storage of their records as well as their

record-keeping systems, technologies, and practices. The existence of different kinds of

records (or their absence), how they are arranged and classified, copied and distributed,

communicated and used, are affected - indeed shaped by - all these issues of

organizational dynamics. This broad "context" tells the archivist - or should indicate - as

much (or more) about the value of records than their subject "content."
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CHAPTER 2

EMERGENCE OF CONTEMPORARY ORGANIZATIONS AND RELATED

ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY

Everyone doing his best is not the answer. It is first necessary
that people htow what to do. Drastic changes are required. The

first step in the transþrmation is to learn how to change...Long
term commitment to new learning and new philosophy is required
of any management that seeks transþrmation. The timid and the

faint-hearted, and people that expect quick results, are doomed
to disappointment.

W. Edwards Demingl

The contemporary organization is reinventing the way it does business, redefining

its business functions, and redistributing responsibility and resources in carrying out its

mandate and operations. In its everyday functioning, an organization interacts with

customers, competitors, and sponsors and shareholders, as well as other individuals and

orgarizations that have an immediate influence upon its well-being. The post-1960s

networked organization demonstrates greater speed and flexibility in information work,

denser connectivity, flatter hierarchies as well as broader organizational participation,

reliance on teamwork, and a blurring of organizational boundaries. Within this

I Introduction to W. Edwards Deming, Out of the Crisis (London: Mercury,
Stuart Crainer, The Management Century: A Critical Review of 20'h Century
Practice (San Fransisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 2000, 161.

1986), x, as cited in
Thought and
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contemporary framework, there is reflected a broader contextual environment of cultural,

social, political, technological, economic, and demographic factors that shape an

orgarizafion's overall functionality, and thus the milieu in which it creates and uses

records.

The current revolution in information technology parallels developments during

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in many ways. Recent innovations in information

processing and communication technologies are inextricably linked to operational

changes within the complex networked organization. Moreover, world-wide

telecommunication systems such as the Internet provide possibilities for accessing

international markets for business corporations and enhancing international contacts for

governments, universities, and similar public organizations. Well-established institutional

boundaries are now blurred in the face of global networks.

The challenges associated with the sophistication of technology are not, however,

the sole cause of operational changes within an organtzation. Change is also associated

with the means through which organizations implement and utilize the sophisticated

technology. James Taylor, communications professor at the Université de Montréal, and

Elizabeth Van Emer¡ a Canadian sociologist, argue that "it is a double bind: if managers

fail to adapt, they will quickly drop out of the race; if they adapt, their having done so

will have changed the world, and they will find themselves in a new environment," and

thus needing to repeat the cycle over and over, without end.2 From such perspectives

comes the popular mantra "the only constant is change." A manager's ability to foster

t 
James R. Taylor and Elizabeth Van Emery, The Vulnerable Fortress: Bureaucratic

Organization and Management in the Information Age (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1993),33.
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innovative thinking in light of these changes is critical to the success of networked

organizations. In this context, the implementation of sophisticated information processing

and communication technologies within organizations since the 1960s has gradually

produced aradically different form of orgatization and radically different record-keeping

contexts and methodologies, and of course radically different records.

The mid to late twentieth century witnessed a shift from the widespread use of

"first generation" to "second generation" computerized information technology within

orgatizatíons. Organizations in the 1950s, 60s, and 70s introduced punch card tabulators

and mainframe computers to support their business functions and work activities that

were centralized in information technology departments. As Cook notes, in identifying

quantitative needs, these organizations designed among other things, various kinds of

computer-based surveys whereby "the completed questionnaires were automated, the

results tabulated, the report written, and fthen] the project was over."3 The resulting

computerized machine-readable data files were relatively simple in terms of their

structure and existed independently from each other, in software-neutral formats, and

were thus generally called "flat files."

By the 1980s and especially since the 1990s, complex networked businesses,

universities, and government bureaucracies, among others, introduced the personal

computer wherein every professional worker was considered a computer "end user."

Electronic records systems became much more complex in nature, with the introduction

of relational databases and complicated software linkages accessed from end users'

'Terry Cook, "Easy to Byte, Harder to Chew: The Second Generation Electronic Records
Archives," Archivaria 33 (Winter 1991,-92),204. One example discussed in Cook's article is the
collection of census data.
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desktops. Within these relational databases, "electronic information is stored in many

internal tables, entities or structures that have meaning only inasmuch as they are related

to each other."4 Unlike the simple statistical, machine-readable flat files, second-

generation electronic records are revised, added to, and deleted, in some cases, in the

course of carrying out business transactions in complex networked organizations, and

were almost always very software dependent to be "read" and understood.

Computers in the twenty-first century will differ from those of the late twentieth

century in form, memory capacity, and processing speed. CD-ROM technology, high

quality digital images, expanding memory and storage capacities of personal computers,

as weli as greater use of ever-more complex software will shape the way organizations

operate. Taylor and Van Emery note the range of uses for software is widening "not just

to process data within established frames of reference, but also to provide a tool by means

fthrough] which people can map the complexity of the software dominated world they

live in and navigate through it."s

ln the late twentieth century, these computer systems were filled with useful data.

However, a user's ability to access and manipulate this data in meaningful ways was

limited. Operating systems forced the user to open up numerous applications while

conducting a typical search requiring data from separate systems or data stores such as

tables, statistics, maps, graphs, text, scanned bitmaps, video, and sound, the results all to

be viewed in separate screens or windows on the desktop computer. Data was cut, pasted,

or linked between documents to create a compound document that was not fully

integrated. Thus, information was accessed from various applications responsible for the

a Cook, "Easy to Byte," 205.
t Ta¡or and Van Emery, The Vulnerable Fortress,16.
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creation of files. American information systems specialist, Ronald F. E. Weissman,

maintains that a complete reinvention of "user environments and the ways we can

manage, interlink, visualize, and interpret information"6 was necessary in the late

twentieth century. Applications will need to communicate with each other in fully

integrated ways in the twenty-first century, thus allowing for "the transition from

information processing viewed from the perspective of the software application package

to information processing viewed from the perspective of a complex document."T The

challenges for appraising such documents in these orgatizational environments will be

immense.

The twenty-first century will witness the full integration of information

processing and global communication technologies. The latter will increasingly become

as common to users of the personal computer as cornmunication by telephone was in the

twentieth century. Taylor and Van Emery argue that "dense networks of electronic

messaging, linking computers through telecommunications, are part of the working

infrastructure of all who presume to call themselves 'knowledge workers."'8 Computers,

office machinery, ffid telecommunication are merging into one technology operating

under an integrated services digital network. Networks are no longer limited internally by

the exterior walls of an organization. Rather, networks will increasingly be "linked

together by a universal, non-specialized network, independent of organization, which

offers configurable networking as an option."e

6 Ronald F. E. Weissman, "Archives and the New Information A¡chitecture of the Late 1990s,"
American Archivist 57 (Winter 1994),26.
t rbid., 2g.
8 Taylor and Van Emery, The Vulnerable Fortress, !51.
'Ibid., 151.
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The twenty-first century will also give way to sophisticated information

processing technologies. Gregoris Mentzas, Assistant Professor in the Department of

Electrical and Computer Engineering at the National Technical University of Athens,

Greece, believes that the introduction of computer-based information systems "exhibit

distinct functional characteristics and aim to provide support in separate parts of the

organizational environment."lO As well as providing a base during the decision-making

process, computer-based information systems provide and maintain support at the

individual, group, and organizational level by providing information and communication

processing sustenance.

Several types of computer-based systems are typical within complex networked

organizations including office information systems. These systems sustain office

requirements relating to the creation and storage of documents, procedures, and

communications.ll Moreover, office information systems bolster organizational learning.

The learning organization information system fosters the creation of a corporate memory

in an age where technological sophistication has transformed procedural and

communication work. Organizations will become much more flexible in the way they

operate and communicate in the twenty-first century. As knowledge workers become the

nonn, organizations will seek to implement information systems that improve overall

efficiency. Adrian Williamson, an English information technology specialist, and

Constantinos Iliopoulos, professor in the Department of Computing and Information

r0 G. Mentzas, "A Functional Taxonomy of Computer-based Information Systems," International
Journal of Information Management 14 (1994),397.
tt lbid.,4o4.
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Systems, at the University of Paisley, United Kingdom, believe the learning organization

information system will:

help make recorded information and knowledge retrievable, and
individuals with information and knowledge accessible; create
opportunities for intelligent (e.g. progressive) archiving and
retrieval of orgatizational information and knowledge (including
forgetting); [and] provide electronic playpens for scenario
simulations and surfacing of tacit knowledge.l2

To stay competitive in the production of unique goods and services, contemporary

organizations will increasingly come to rely on the knowledge worker. Williamson and

Iliopoulos argue future organizations will benefit because the preservation of

organizatíonal culture "has positive consequences for company storage, behavior, and

resource management."l3 Moreover, learning histories may offer the same benefits.

Learning histories are documents that reflect an organization's story. They are gathered

through the compilation of interviews, and are intended to foster better communication

and infuse learning within organizations. The histories are handed out in various

workshops, discussed in informal and formal settings, and serve as a means through

which new ideas and innovation are extrapolated from the knowledge thinkers.la

Although brief and introductory, this examination of the increased implementation and

use of sophisticated information technology within complex networked organizations has

revealed important and far-reaching changes. However, it also suggests radical

transformations in future organizational structure and culture.

tt Adrian Williamson and Constantinos lliopoulos, "The Learning Organization Information
System (LOIS): Looking for the Next Generation," Information Systems Journal ll (2001),24.
t' 'Williamson 

and Iliopoulos, "The Learning Organizalion Information System (LOIS)," 38.
to George Roth and Art Kleiner, "Developing Organizational Memory Through Leaming
Histories," Organizational Dynamics (Autumn 1998), 58. For futher nuance, see Eric Stein,
"AcfualizingOrganizational Memory with Information Systems," fnformation Systems Research,
6 (June 1995),85-117; and "Organizalional Memory: Review of Concepts and Recommendations
for Management," International Journal of Informøtion Mønagement 15 (1995), L7-32.
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The integration of information processing and communication technologies will

have a tremendous impact upon future generations. Networks will allow organizations to

connect and perform transactions in a global environment. Taylor and Van Emery

maintain that:

telecommunication networked-based services combine information
productions, manipulation, and distribution with the use of
telecommunications facilities and software facilities [...] including
on-line computing services, remote accessto databases, [....and]
flexible client-specific networks."l s

Telecommunication networks will allow an individual to cross boundaries maintained by

the hierarchical networks of the past. The establishment of inter-organizational

environments through the introduction of sophisticated technology will challenge

traditional perceptions about the structure and management of networked organizations

and how individuals are trained within it.

Taylor and Van Emery believe that management must adopt an open-door policy

toward learning and continual growth. Management "must continue to re-evaluate its own

performance and objectives, in a context where change is coming so fast that no one can

predict the ultimate outcome of the managerial revolution.:'16 1n future, lower-level

networks or systems will be built into those above it, including those at the highest level

of control. In this new construct, all functions "are situated in a context of complimentary

relationships involving giving and taking accomplished by partners in communication."lT

Taylor and Van Emery argue the concept of supervision must be radically revised in light

of the introduction of sophisticated technologies.

rs Taylor and Van Emery, The Vulnerable Fortress,152.
tu rbid., 2lo.
tt rbid., 2r3.
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In future organizations, managers will not supervise the actions of individuals.

Rather, they will assess and value the ways in which individuals behave, interpret ideas,

and, more importantly, exchange information upon which the organization is built and

flourishes. Thus, Taylor and Van Emery conclude that "one is dealing not just with

individuals, but with processes. The hierarchy is a structure of conversations, not a ladder

of statuses and authority."l8 Managers should seek to establish organizations built upon

the optimization of value-producing potential by concentrating on the intercor¡rectedness

of transactions versus individuals involved in transactions. Moreover, managers will need

to vary their perceptions as circumstances change.

Managers will continue to be successful according to these new values so long as

they actively shape the transactions that make up their networked organizations. They

thus need to give the individual worker's transactions a sense of value by determining the

relationship or contextual links between these micro-level operations and the larger value

systems upon which their organization is based. Managers must also choose "whether to

integrate vertically, by controlling the chain of transactions, perhaps by out-sourcing

some value centres, or to integrate horizontally, by joining a value-enhancing partnership

with other centres of value creation."le The introduction of sophisticated technology has

and will continue to challenge traditional thoughts concerning the structure of

orgarizations and how work is done, individuals are trained, and executives manage.

Moreover, the technological challenges and solutions associated with the transformation

of contemporary and future organizations will also have a direct impact on the context of

18 Taylor and Van Emery, The Vulnerable Fortress,2l5.
" rbid,2zz.
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and the kinds of users of records in such

Contemporarv Management Theorv

Unlike classic and modem behavioural theorists such as Frederick Taylor, Max

Weber, Henri Fayol, and Elton Mayo, as viewed in the last chapter, contemporary

management theorists focus on the networked organization and its environment to

highlight key boundary transactions that sustain an organization on a daily basis and

influence its long-term survival.2o Nefworked organizations will increasingly require

detailed contextual knowledge of their environment as they cross the twenty-first century.

The broader contextual environment undoubtedly shapes the overall functionality of an

organization, the records-creation process within that organization, and record-keeping

systems more generally.

Classic management theorists developed organizational theory by their

concentration on the nature of work and how it fit into building and maintaining an

organízational structure. During the first part of the twentieth century, theorists such as

Hugo Munsterberg, Mary Parker Follett, and Elton Mayo contributed to this theoretical

base by focusing on understanding not only the structure and role of the individual within

a given organization, but also group behaviour and the important role that group

to While classical, behavioural, and quantitative approaches within management theory continue
to make contributions to the field, contemporary viewpoints have also emerged. In this thesis
"contemporary" is reflective of the view that these theories represent major innovations in ways
of currently thinking about management and business work.
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interaction plays in organizational performance. The focus was internal, on the

organization itself.

Contemporary marLagement theorists such as Henry Mintzberg highlight the role

of managers within the post-1960s networked organization or focus more on the

interaction between the organrzation and its extemal environment. Currently a professor

at McGill University in Montreal, Mintzberg devotes himself largely to writing in the

areas of managerial work, strategy formation, and forms of organizing. His interest in

developing new approaches to management education provided him with an opportunity

to conduct various studies conceming leadership roles, characteristics, and behaviour.

One such study involved an examination of daily managerial activity, which led him to

debunk the popular notion that managers spend long periods in their offices performing

qualitywork. He found this not to be true in well-run networked organizations.2l

Mintzberg concludes that managers work at an unrelenting pace. They start

working as soon as they arrive at work each morning and continue at a quick pace until

they leave late at night. Furthermore, rather than taking acfual coffee and lunch breaks,

managers usually drink beverages and eat lunch at their desks or during informal and

formal meetings.22 He also concludes managers handle a wide variety of issues

throughout the course of any given day. Managers spend time dealing with employee

issues as well as bidding on multi-million dollar contracts. Many of these activities are

also conducted in a brief and efficient manner. About half the activities that Mintzberg

recorded are completed in less than nine minutes, while only 10 percent take more than

2r 
See Daniel A. Wren, The Evolution of Management Thoughl (New York: Wiley, 2nd edition,

1979) and W. Jack Duncan, Great ldeas in Management (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers,
1989).

" Henry Mintzberg, The Nature of Managerial Work (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1980), 30.
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one hour.23 Managers experience continual intemrptions from telephone calls (and now e-

mails) and from subordinates, all while handling their taxing workload. Consequently,

according to Mintzberg, most managers save activities requiring major thought processes

for periods outside of normal work hours.2a

Another of Mintzberg's observations about managerial work methods is that there

is a strong preference for verbal communication. Rather than written communication such

as memos or formal reports, managers continually choose communication in the form of

telephone conversations or meeting dialogue. Managers also rely heavily upon personal

networks for obtaining and transmitting information. The network of contacts in

Mintzberg's study includes superiors, peers, subordinates, and other individuals working

within the organtzation, as well as numerous external individuals and groups such as

personal friends, professional colleagues and associations, and community activities.2s

From his analysis of the various roles managers assume, Mintzberg proposes that

managerial behaviour can be grouped into three general types: interpersonal,

informational, and decisional roles. lnterpersonal roles grow out of the authority of a

manager's position and involve the development and maintenance of positive

relationships with other significant people in the institution; informational roles involve

receiving and transmitting information so managers can serve as the nerve centres for

their organizations; and decisional roles involve making significant decisions that affect

the organization.z6 Mintzberg's classification of managerial activities into roles sheds

t'D.S. Pugh, (ed.), Organizational Theory: Selected Theories (Middlesex: Penguin Books Ltd.,
1985),419.

'o Mintzberg, The Nature of Managerial Work,35.

" rbid., 44-48.
26 Crainer, Ihe Management Century, I45 -147 .
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light on the work managers actually perform throughout the course of a work day, and the

kinds of records they do (and do not) create in carry.ing out their duties.

Edgar Schein, also a contemporary management theorist, offers another

perspective upon which the effective functionality of an organization rests. He hints at the

reality that individuals outside of the organization influence the ways in which it

functions. Unlike Mintzberg, Schein is not satisfied with a discussion of how the

structure, individual behaviour, and group dynamics within an orgartization affect its

functionality, even conceding, as Mintzberg does, that managers search for external

sources of knowledge to do their jobs. Schein argues that "in our role as customers,

citizens, students, patients, and sometimes victims, we have a stake in understanding and

influencing how organizations work and how they make their decisi ons."27

Organizations are part of a society. As such, they and their managers must

anticipate, meet, and certainly appear to conform to the needs and standards of

individuals, groups, and institutions in that society. The pressures of a market economy as

well as political, social, cultural, environmental, gender, and legal factors, among others,

all affect organizational effectiveness. Thus, Schein argues for Íur approach to

organizational effectiveness "which hinges upon good communication, flexibility,

creativity, and genuine psychological commitment."2s Organizations comprise

individuals who belong to groups within departments or divisions. In tum, the

organization belongs to a wider population, such as an industry existing alongside other

groups in a wider organizational economy, society, and ecology. This integrated approach

t'Edgar Schein, Organizational Psycholo,gy (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1980),4.

" rbid.,25z.
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of many complex factors to contemporary management is commonly known as systems

theory.

The magnitude of the organizational effort in the Second World War led the

American military to implement quantitative methods to facilitate the efficient use of

military resources within alarger system of interlinked government and related industry

activities. This and other applications of quantitative methods caught the attention of

organizations, particularly as these quantitative specialists found jobs in non-military

organizations after the war ended. Systems theory uses mathematics, statistics, and

information aids to support decision making and organi zational effectiveness.2e The

systems theory evolved during the postwar era.

The systems theory approach to organizational effectiveness is based on the idea

that organizations should be treated as organic, living, interdependent systems. A system

can be defined as "a set of interrelated parts that operate as a whole in pursuit of common

goals."3o Organizations are established to enable individuals to accomplish more in a

group or system than they could as individuals. Systems enable the pooling of talent and

ability into an effective whole that reaches desired objectives. This analysis is largely

based on work conducted in related disciplines such as biology and the physical

sciences.3r Contemporary maîagement theorists, Donde P. Ashmos and George P. Huber,

argue that the systems approach is advantageous because systems can be evaluated at

tn James R. Miller and Howard Feldman, "Management Science - Theory, Relevance, and
Practice in the 1980s," Intedaces (October 1983), 56-60.
30 Fremont E. Kast and James E. Rosenzwig, "General Systems Theory: Applications for
Organization and Management," Academy of Management Journal 15 (1972),447-465.
3r For further study, see Ludwig von Bertalanfff, "General Systems Theory: A Critical Review,"
General Systems 7 (1962),1-20 and Kenneth E. Boulding, "General Systems Theory - The
Skeleton of Science," Management Science 2 (1956), 197 -208.
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different levels.32 This can take place at the molecular level up through to systems that

consist of two or more societies. Ashmos and Huber maintain that this theory allows

managers to assess whether the various parts of an orgatization that interact for the

coÍrmon good are successful. This approach also demonstrates that changes in one area

of the organizational system affect the position of one or many other mutually dependent

areas within the same system. Finally, the systems approach focuses on the interaction

between the organization and its environment, including directly with customers, clients,

and citizens, and more indirectly with society as a whole and its predominant norms and

values. Consequently, system thinking at the organizational and functional level can have

significant interaction with systems for managing records and information, and the values

in such integrated records for archival appraisal.

The external environment of organizations is a contextual factor that exerts

influence. A set of conditions exists outside the organization that has a direct impact on

the day-to-day functioning of the organization. The two related dimensions of the

environment that appear to be the most salient in terms of affecting the basic systems of

organizations are the environment's relative stability versus its instability and the

environment's relative simplicity versus its complexity. These aspects are strongly

correlated with the nature and number of existing structured systems within

organizations.

In general, relatively stable and simple environments seem to permit, and indeed

encourage, the development of highly structured organizations with strong controls and

32 Donde P. Ashmos and George P. Huber, "The Systems Paradigm inOrganization Theory:
Correcting the Record and Suggesting the Future," Academy of Management Review 12 (1987),
607-62r.
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tightly specified duties. Conversely, environments which experience uncertainty and

unpredictability tend to lead to more fluidly designed organizational systems that de-

emphasize structured relationships and rely more on informal non-specified arrangements

for coping with operational problems. Thus, different types of environments reflect

varying types of organizational systems if they are to remain effective.

Classic and modern management theorists focused on the most productive means

of "managing" in a variety of situations. However, theorists began criticizing these

approaches as networked organizations became the norm by the end of the twentieth

century. Contemporary theorists argue the type of management used within an

organization depends on each unique situation. This is otherwise known as contingency

theory. Rather than seeking universal principles that apply to all organizational situations,

contingency theorists focus on varying principles that highlight the implementation of

actions depending on the characteristics of any given situation.33 This theory became

increasingly important as organizations continued to witness widespread technological

innovation and radical shifts in culture, design, and leadership throughout the latter part

of the twentieth century, to say nothing of the radical shift in the external societal context

with which or ganizational systems increasingly interacted.

Contemporary management theorists make the distinction between organization

and environment to highlight the key boundary transactions that sustain an organization

on a daily basis, and influence its long-term survival. Weber's classical bureaucratic

organization is specific in every detail and run in a tightly controlled way by the top

33 For further nuance, see Fred Luthans, "The Contingency Theory of Management," Business
Horizons (June 1973),67-72; and Sang M. Lee, Fred Luthans, and David L. Olson, "A
Management Science Approach to Contingency Models of Organizational StrucTure," Academy of
Mønagement Journal 25 (1982), 5 53 -5 66.
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executive through a rigid hierarchy. While this kind of organization once dominated

many sectors of society, contemporary organizations are witnessing a transformational

process due to changing demands and technological challenges. Computerisation and

office automation have pushed organizations to radically rethink their ideas concerning

operational as well as managerial requirements. Moreover, the implementation and use of

information technologies has had a measurable effect on organizations' record-keeping

systems.

Alfred Chandler's more recent writings shed light on the evolution of the

information economy, the World Wide 'Web and technological innovation, and the

associated record-keeping systems.3a Chandler's research centres on business, including

formal structures and the use of electronic communications and information technology.

He argues that any business framework - to be successful - is dependent on the

systematic collection, storage, and manipulation of information. According to Chandler,

procedures are more important than technological devices when thinking about

information-processing innovations. This includes standardization, printed forms,

consistent data collection, and reliable record keeping. The adoption of information

technology was based on the succession of existing data-processing tools including

punch-card tabulators, typewriters, ffid adding machines, on through to various

generations of computers." By the 1980s, photocopy machines were linked to phone

'o See Alfred D. Chandler, The Essentiat Alfred Chandler: Essays Toward a Historical Theory of
Big Business (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1988); and Alfred D. Chandler, Inventing the
Electronic Century: The Epic Story of the Consumer Electronics and Computer Industries
(Cambridge: New York: Free Press, 2001).
3s Applications mirroring Chandler's suggestions about information technology include James R.
Beniger, The Control Revolution: Technological and Economic Origins of the Information
Society (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986); James McKenney, Waves of Change:
Business Evolution Through Information Technologt @oston: Harvard Business School Press,
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lines so that facsimile (fax) copies could be transmitted around the world with relative

ease. These technological innovations not only changed the way organizations conducted

their day-to-day operations, but also increased the volume of records created and copied

and the very nature ofsuch records.36

Greater speed and flexibility in information work, denser connectivity, flatter and

decentralized hierarchies, as well as broader organizational participation, reliance on

teamwork, and a blurring of organizational boundaries are the products of an

implementation of sophisticated computerized information technology.37 This has

undoubtedly shaped contemporary record-keeping systems as well and will influence the

way archivists think about appraisal and acquisition policies in the twenty-first century.

Millions of documents will be stored locally, rather than in the old centralized registries,

and made increasingly accessible through organizational networks. New software for

scanning will encompass a broader range of uses, including pattem recognition

technologies. Cursive handwriting recognition will become a technology of great value

for authenticating documents for future virtual archives. 'Weissman 
concludes technology

can also significantly improve the range and depth of access to archival holdings, because

1995); Margaret Levenstein, Accountingfor Growth: Information Systems ønd the Creation of the
Large Corporation (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998); and JoAnne Yates, Control
Through Communication: The Rise of System in American Management (Baltimore: The John
Hopkins University Press, 1989). Henry Mintzberg provides a unique perspective on the
application of Chandler's principles by contemporary management theorists in his work, Strategt
Safari: A Guided Tour Through the Wilds of Strategic Management (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1998).

'u For a discussion of copying technologies, see Daniel J. Boorstein, The Americans; The
Democratic Experience (New York: Random House, 1973),397-402. Within organizations many
hundreds if not thousands of replicas of a record might exist. Chapter 3 of this thesis will provide
an analysis of the work facing archivists in identiffing "originals" in light of this technology and
the impact this has had on the development of appraisal theory and methodology.
" Tora Bikson, "Organizational Trends and Electronic Media: Work in Progreii," American
Archivist 57 (Winter 1994),32.
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of the new metadata that will (or should) be connected to records in these automated

office systems.

The integration of search and retrieval tools is important v/ithin information

systems. 'Weissman concludes that object-oriented databases should replace electronic

filing systems. He notes object databases are designed to "be aware of the retrieval and

display methods appropriate to the variety of information stored in the underlying

information object database."38 He offers a means of dealing with unstructured

information in office systems that is open to varying interpretation. Consequently, cross

referencing and information audit trails, as well as good contextual metadata, must make

up the information "object." That data "object" is the old record content, plus all this new

embedded context, integrated seamlessly. Weissman notes that the shift from traditional

applications-oriented architecture to a document (or record "object") and database-

centred architecture is such that "bits of information will be uncoupled from the

applications that create them and will, as component data, be reusable across a wide

spectrum of applications."3e The classic view of one record in one place for one frrnction

or transaction has vanished. Multiple views, uses, and functional contexts may surround a

"single" record content or subject matter, thus creating virtually multiple records rather

than one physical record as an artifact. Once again, the implications for appraisal theory

and practice of this transformation are immense.

" Weissman, "r{rchives and the New Information Architecture of the Late I990s," 32.
tt rbid,32.
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Canadian archivist John McDonald discusses the automated office through the

examination of the National Archives of Canada'sa0 development of the Information

Management Office Systems Advancement project. The project was undertaken to

understand the impact of office technology applications on the worþlace. The goal was

to formulate functional requirements that would provide government managers with

guidelines for developing proper retention practices and disposal schedules for electronic

textual records.

A prototype of records management software was introduced in the Government

Records Branch of the National Archives in the early 1990s. This prototype was available

on a local area network (LAN) and its application, available to users through a list of

menu options, was located on a file server on the local network. The prototype was

assessed by a group of project officers and managers, as well as departmental records

management staff. The most important result was an enhanced understanding of the

evolution of the use of office system technologies and the need for new approaches to

control electronic or digital records in government offices.

As a result, an archivist's guide was created to facilitate the management of

information in user directories and to establish an appreciation of common filing systems

in the future. The guide stresses that consistency can be established even in end-user

computing when classification is based upon the functions and activities of users.

Another guide focuses on the management of group space with the effect of helping

"work groups structure their file directories, establish naming conventions, and develop

oo The National Archives of Canada became the Library and Archives of Canada when it merged
with the National Library of Canada in2004. McDonald's work focuses on a project that took
place within the Government Records Branch at what was then the National Archives of Canada.
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retention procedures."4l However, McDonald outlines several problems with respect to

the solutions currently being formulated by archivists. He argues that the creation of

guides for the management of user directories and group space is outside the context of

how people conduct their business. He argues that it is more important to define the rules

and procedures that guide employees toward proper record-keeping practices in the

context of automated business applications. IJsers should be aware of record-keeping

systems, practices, and technologies. McDonald notes that users will develop this

awareness when record-keeping systems are situated within their proper and familiar

worþlace contexts, not the artificial subject-indexing conventions of a remote,

centralized records management system of the earlier modem organization. Therefore,

these systems should be interwoven within the normal day-to-day business functions and

activities of an organization.az

Rather than develop a desktop full of icons denoting scores of different software,

McDonald argues the desktop of the future should be full of icons denoting the business

activities that any given government employee or unit is responsible for performing.

Clicking on an icon would result in the provision of a number of options and appropriate

forms reflecting the format and rules that a small unit, section, branch, division, or

department has decided reflects its mandate and functionality. McDonald notes that the

record-keeping "indexing" and controlling activities would automatically happen "behind

the screen" because they would be based on these rules and criteria developed by the

records manager in consultation with employees, managers, and archivists. Behind that

ot 
Johtr McDonald, "Managing Records in the Modern Office: Taming the Wild Frontier,"

Archivaria 39 (Spring 1995),74.
a2 McDonald, "Managing Records in the Modern Off,rce," 78.
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same screen, the separation of documents into archival and non-archival portions could

also occur, based on an appraisal decisions focused on analyzing the workplace functions,

activities, and transactions being embedded into this same coding or indexing process.

Many current records managers lack the knowledge and abilities required to

assume this new role. Many senior managers are not yet convinced that the resources

needed to control digital information should be an organizational priority. Asserting

control over digital information requires a thorough understanding of what a record is as

a "digital object," what it means to create and keep such records, and how to do the

research to understand the organizational context that must be expressed and encoded in

the metadata (or description) of the records in such systems in order to make the records

intelligible in the several or many contexts in which they may be used. Supportive of

McDonald's approach, Michel Nelson, a senior information policy manager at the

Treasury Board of Canada, is more concerned with the means through which archivists

and their colleagues in related information disciplines work together "in support of both

the archival and the operational record."43 He argues archivists and other information

specialists should be aware of two factors that are shaping all activities undertaken in

organizations and the preservation of records in the twenty-first century.

The first factor involves restructuring. It affects activities at the institutional,

organizational, and program delivery and administrative renewal level. The record-

keeping protocols that accompany these new affangements should therefore be examined

and reflected upon. The second factor involves the individual worker. Individuals receive

records electronically, process them, and then pass them on electronically. The routes that

o' Michel Nelson, "Records in the Modern Worþlace: Management Concern s," Archivaria 39,
(Spring 1995), 80.
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electronic records travel and how they are managed become increasingly important as the

traditional records management safeguards associated with paper records disappear.

Moreover, he argues most employees lack the knowledge of proper records

management skills and tools. In local area network-based record-keeping systems, the

individual is responsible for the organization and deletion of electronic records. Emerging

individual end-user record-keeping systems create a cluttered environment as records are

"scattered all over the cyberspace landscape"44 and. as employees keep many duplicates.

More importantly, Nelson examines the consequences associated with the casual deletion

ofrecords.

Nelson uses the example of electronic mail messages in contemporary

organizations. E-mails are sent from person to person and an ongoing dialogue is

established. These transactions may exist in several different record-keeping systems and

lead to the accumulation of duplicated records. Moreover, Nelson considers the way

multiple attachments change the record and the implications associated with their re-

invention as these are forwarded on, perhaps revised, to other recipients. Nelson

concludes that archivists and other information technologists must assume the role of

caregivers in light of multiple email systems, portable computers, and electronic

organizers. Records are scattered across the virtual organizational landscape, often

duplicated, written over or altered by additional users, and stored on hard drives that are

erased when computers are assigned to new users. He notes there should be cooperation

between "libraries, documentation centres, records offrces, archival data centres, and

to Nelson, "Records in the Modern Worþlace," 83.
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database management."4s Once established, this team can effectively develop the

principles of systems-based "behind the screen" information management that eventually

translates into systems design to control electronic records in a trustworthy and efficient

manner.

The records of contemporary and future organizations described above challenge

the traditional view of organizations as agencies that create and maintain static records

and that the original meaning of records as defined by its first creator remains fixed.

Complex networked organizations rely on ever-shifting collaborations reflecting

impermanent and changing structures. Records are also dynamic rather than static

entities, as numerous layers of contextual meaning are continually added to the record

every time it is viewed, used, or modified - a kind of ongoing history of the record.

Collaborations in short-term working groups or teams complicate the appraisal of

records. The meaning of a record using group software tools changes over time as it is re-

invented, reshaped, revised within the group, which itself is also a very transient

"structure," disappearing when its task is done.a6

It is clear that organizations are reinventing the way they do business, redefining

their functions, and redistributing responsibility and resources in carrying out their

mandates and operations. 'Weissman, McDonald, Bearman, md Cook, among many

others, argue preserving access to records of continuing value is of the utmost

importance. However, the development of new record-keeping systems has threatened the

integrity of records, especially those in electronic format. Archivists should consider

ot rbid., g6.
ou Peter Botticelli, "Records Appraisal in Network Organizations," Archivaria 49 (Spring 2000),
t66.
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further forging alliances with other disciplines in an attempt to define and implement

reliable and trustworthy record-keeping systems. Terry Cook offers the following

conclusion:

All these new and complex computerized formats, until controlled,
standardized, and linked to business processes, threaten decision-
making accountability and the long-term corporate memory of records
creators, especially when joined with a telecommunications revolution
affecting the transmission and interconnectivity of this electronic
information.aT

Contemporary management theorists bring new meaning to organizational theory

by their concentration on a broader contextual environment reflecting cultural, social,

political, technological, economic, and demographic factors that shape an organization's

overall functionality. This chapter has found that organizations continually reinvent the

way they do business, redefine their business functions, and redistribute responsibility

and resources in carrying out their mandates and operations, based on an understanding

of internal and external orgarrizational cultures and organizational communication

systems as much as by employee-manager dynamics. The major developments and shifts

in thinking about the culture of organizations undoubtedly influence the development and

management of record-keeping systems.

Increasingl¡ structural, managerial, technological, and communication changes in

work and culture form the critical context that archivists should consider when appraising

the records from the information and record-keeping systems of contemporary

organizations. And so, the discussion now shifts to the traditional, modern, and

contemporary appraisal theories that reflect certain assumptions and understanding (or

o'Terry Cook, "What is Past is Prologue: A History of Archival Ideas Since 1898, and the Future
Paradigm Shift," Archivqria 43 (Spring 1997),4L



the nature and functions of classic, modern, and

-at)

contemporarylack thereof) about

organizations.
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CHAPTER 3

TRADITIONAL, MODERN, AND CONTEMPORARY

APPRAISAL THEORY AND THE ORGANIZATION

Archivists have generally viewed the beginning point of their work
as being appraisal, the identification and selection of records with
continuing value... Appraisal generally has focused on the broad
values of evidence and informationor concentrated on thevalues of
administrative, fiscal, legal, and researclt uses. This perspective tells
us more about the limitations of how archivists have approached this
part of their responsibility, as many archivists have seen their task to
be to assist scholars and research. There ltas been a remarkable shift
in attitudes and ideas about archival appraisal within the last two
decades. While it is impossible to capture briefly all of the nuances
associated with the shifting ideas about appraisal, tlte most salient
point is to understand how appraisal is most often assoctated with
both the mandates for the creation of records and with the elemental
functions of any organizations.

Richard J. Coxl

Previous chapters of this thesis demonstrate that the new contemporary

organizational theory differs from classic and modern organizational theory by its

emphasis on informal cultural and communication patterns rather than on formal

structures and official mandates. This chapter explores how archival thinking about

t Richard J. Cox, Archives and Archivists in the Informationlge (New York: Neal-Schuman
Publishers, Inc., 2005), 10.
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orgarizations, in regard to the appraisal of their records,2 mirrors the qualitative

transformation of the organization from its origins until the twenty-first century. As seen

in Chapters 7 and 2, historical perspectives on the organization - its structure,

communication patterns, and record-keeping practices - provide a foundation for

understanding the contemporary organization and how it works, as well as informing an

understanding of the contemporary organization's record-keeping systems and practices.

To address the gap between actual organizational culture and its perception by archivists,

this chapter will analyze the implications for archival appraisal of views of leading

archivists on how organizations function and how they create and use records. As will be

seen through the writings of contemporary appraisal theorists, managerial and cultural

theory about organizations has come to inform some approaches to making appraisal

decisions concerning which records to keep and destroy, allowing in turn for more

efficient and effective records disposition within complex networked organizations -
consisting of more flexible, fluid, and in some cases, virtual organízations exhibiting

flatter hierarchies and intricate intemal computer-based communication linkages - and

those of the future. Yet some of the nuances of organizational theory already discussed

have not yet been incorporated into appraisal theory.

The nature of modem bureaucracy is not only studied by organizational theorists,

but also by traditional and modern appraisal theorists, all of whom wrestle with issues

involving the structure of organizations, their work methods, and their record-keeping

processes. An overview of the writings of traditional and modem archival appraisal

t This scope of the thesis is limited to the analysis of European, North American, and Australian
writers whose works are available in English-language sources and whose focus is on the
appraisal of or ganizational records.
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Feith, and Robert Fruin, Hilary Jenkinson,

Norton, and Maynard Brichford reveals the

writings about the nature of organtzations.

These assumptions reflect, sometimes unconsciously, some of the characteristics of the

classic and modem organization as outlined in chapter 1.

To understand the ideas of traditional archival appraisal theorists and how their

work contributed to a more astute understanding of early modern record-keeping systems

and practices, suggests one must appreciate the historical context in which these theorists

flourished. Hugh Taylor, former Provincial Archivist of Alberta, New Brunswick, and

Nova Scotia, as well as former director of the Archives Branch at the National Archives

of Canada, noted, "Above all, [appraisal theorists] wrote from their own very different

archival traditions and this should always be taken into account."3 Traditional, modern,

and contemporary theorists alike benefit from the archival traditions of their respective

countries. The Dutch archivists Samuel Muller, Johan Feith, and Robert Fruin were first

to publish a book concerning archival theory and methodology in 1g9g, codifying

archival professional ideas that evolved in Europe in the nineteenth century.a Certain

theorists including Samuel Muller, Johan

Theodore R. Schellenberg, Margaret Cross

usually unquestioned assumptions in their

3 Hugh A' Taylor, The Arrangement and Description of Archival Materials (Munchen: K.G.
Saur, 1980),80.
o Archives existed in various forms for centuries as identified and briefly discussed in chapter 1of this thesis. However, Muller, Feith, and Fruin's Manualfor th:e Arrangement and Description
of Archives was the first influential archival work reachingïuny archiviãts through French,
German, English, Italian, Portuguese, Chinese, and other translutions. For thoughîful discussionof the development of Dutch archival theory and practice and its codification iriMuller, Feith,
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principles articulated in their Manual for the Arrangement and Description of Archives

became the foundation for traditional, modern, and contemporary archival theory and

practice, albeit radically reinterpreted to new conditions. However, Muller, Feith, and

Fruin's manual completely ignores the appraisal and selection functions - its main focus

is the arrangement and description of archival records.

It is important to consider the organizations contemporary to the Dutch archivists

at fhe time the manual was written. Nineteenth-century organizatíons reflected in the

classic Weberian model were assumed to be run in a tightly controlled way by the chief

executive. The volume of records was still relatively small; the records were centrally and

carefully organized; and all were deemed to be important and thus to have archival value.

Muller, Feith, and Fruin noted that archives are "the whole of the written documents,

drawings and printed matter, officially received or produced by an administrative body or

one of its officials" and that this first principle or rule was the "foundation upon which

everything must rest." As such, the main problem the Dutch archivists faced was the

alrangement and description of these records, not their appraisal. The manual offers other

principles in light of this, including rules 8 and 16: distinct records "must be kept

carefully separate" and not mixed with the archival records of other creating entities in

artificially arranged groupings. The arrangement of archives "must be based on the

original organization of the archival collection, which in the main corresponds to the

otganization of the administrative body that produced it."s In other words, the two

founding principles underlying all archival theory and practice, provenance and original

and Fruin's manual, see Eric Ketelaar, "Archival Theory and the Dutch Manual," Archivaria 4l
(Spring 1996),3140.
t 

S. Muller, J. A. Feith, and R. Fruin, Manualfor the Aruangement and Description of Archives,
Translated text, Second edition (1940), (New York: H.W. Wilson Co., reissueà 1968), 13-20;33-
35. (Emphasis added.)
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order, were clearly articulated by the Dutch archivists in 1898, and both make a close

connection between records and the organization that created them.

The manual's title reflects its focus on arangement and description. As Terry

Cook notes, the manual "is about govemment, public, or corporate records and their

orderly transfer to archival repositories to preserve their original order and classification"

and is based on "experience the authors had either with limited numbers of medieval

documents susceptible to careful diplomatic analysis or with records found in well

otganized departmental registries with stable administrations."6 Muller, Feith, and Fruin

believed that the nature and order of an archive must mirror the intemal structure of the

creating organization and of the record-keeping system that produced it. The assumptions

that the Dutch archivists held conceming centrally organized, and, stable records,

produced within the hierarchical and tightly controlled organizational structures of

nineteenth-century organizations, undoubtedly shaped the development of their archival

theory and practice.

The Dutch manual was relatively new when the future English archival theorist,

Hilary Jenkinson, was hired by the Public Records Office (PRO) in 1906. Initially,

Jenkinson worked extensively with British medieval records, which he frequently

referred to later in his Manual of Archive Administration, {u:st published in 1922. He

eventually became the Deputy Keeper of the PRO from 1947 to 1954.7 Jenkinson's early

work with medieval records shaped his views on archival theory and practice. In order to

6 Cook, "What is Past is Prologue," 21.
t For a thorough discussion of Hilary Jenkinson's archival career and a complete listing of
Jenkinson's publications, see "Memoir of Sir Hilary Jenkinson" in J. Conway Davies (ed.),
Studies Presented to Sir Hilary Jenkinson (London: Oxford University Press, 1957),xiii-xxx.
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work with medieval records, he studied paleography and diplomatics.s H" explored

generalized concepts concerning the nature, character, properties, and uses ofindividual

records or documents. This facilitated an archival focus on the evidential nature or

organic character of records. As Richard Stapleton noted, "it is not surprising then, that

Jenkinson's archival writings concentrate on the development of rigid fundamentals with

an emphasis on the legal character of archives."e

During the Middle Ages, families and monarchs organized themselves politically,

planned military actions, and controlled trade across regional empires. However,

parchment was scarce and very expensive. Paper was introduced in the Near East by the

ninth century, but was not commonplace in Europe until the twelfth century and was not

widely used in England until the early fourteenth century. Records created during this

period were given to the church for safekeeping since most monarchs did not have a

permanent residence. It has been noted, however, that "as the residences of monarchs

became fixed and the scope of their administration expanded, secular archives

t Terry Eastwood, Chairman of the Master of Archival Studies Programme in the School of
Library, Archival and Information Studies at the University of British Columbia, has written on
the topics of archival education and archival theory and practice more generally. He asserts a neo-
Jenkinsonian view that all documents reflect the circumstances within which they are originally
created and used. The meaning or value of the record is reflected in the original circumstances
and consequences of records creation. Eastwood argues use provides the empirical basis for
appraisal. He believes archives should not be viewed as things created for posterity. Value is
reflected in the projection of a record from past to present and future use. See his "How Goes it
with Appraisal?" Archivøria 36 (Autumn 1993),1 1 1-121. For an interesting discussion of
diplomatics and its focus on the form, structure, and authorship of documents, especially in
electronic environments, see Luciana Duranti, "Diplomatics: New Uses for an Old Science,"
Archivaria 28 (Summer 1989), 7-27 and "Reliability and Authenticity: The Concepts and Their
Implications," Archivaria 39 (Spring 1995), 5-10; and Heather McNeil's "Weaving Provenancial
and Documentary Relations," Archivaria 34 (Summer 1992),lg2-198.
'Richard Stapleton, "Jenkinson and Schellenberg: A Comparison ," Archivaria 17 (Winter 1983-
84),76.
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grew...England finally caught up in the thirteenth century and began to house its

Exchequer rolls in the Tower of London."lo

Effective record-keeping systems were established when small-scale management

processes penetrated more formalized political, commercial, and religious units in

England. As a result, Jenkinson did not have to concem himself with the problem of

dealing with a massive amount of orgarizational records in his early years as an archivist

with the PRO. V/ith such a background, it was natural that Jenkinson supported,

elaborated on, and popularized into English the ideas of Dutch archivists Muller, Feith,

and Fruin.

Jenkinson argued that archival records are evidence of acts and transactions and

that the archivist's role is to preserve authentic evidence. Like the Dutch archivists, he

believed records are the organic, natural, unselÊconscious by-products of organizational

administration. As such, the appraisal of records is not an appropriate activity because

divorcing the selected records from the organic whole would violate the basic archival

principle of respecting the fonds. As Terry Cook notes,

The exercise of 'personal judgment' by the archivist, as Jenkinson knew
any appraisal must necessarily involve, would tarnish the impartiality
of archives as evidence, fas of course] would any consideration of saving
archives to meet actual or anticipated usesofrecordsbyhistoriansor
other researchers. l I

Although the increased production of records during and after the First World

War sparked an interest in appraisal theory and gave Jenkinson a perspective that the

Dutch archivists did not have, he never completely accepted that archivists should

to James Gregory Bradsher, "History of A¡chives Administration," in James Gregory Bradsher,
(ed.), Managing Archives and Archival Institutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988),
23.
tt Terry Cook, "From the Record to its Context: The Theory and Practice of Archival Appraisal
Since Jenkinson," Soutlt African Archives Journal 37 (1995),34.
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appraise and select archival records. Jenkinson's response to the increasing amounts of

records was that the creator of the records must be responsible for "the selection and

destruction of his for her] own documents...."r2 LTke the Dutch archivists, Jenkinson

believed that archivists should be record "keepers" and that the selection and destruction

of records should be left to the creator. The latter must be based upon practical

administrative concems of the creating organization rather than future needs of

researchers, thus ensuring the impartiality and authenticity of archives. It is only then that

the records "reach their final arrangement, by a natural process; fthey] are a growth;

almost, you might say, as much an organism as a tree or animal."l3

The ordered stability and central hierarchical control of the 'Weberian

organizations contemporary to Jenkinson doubtless reassured him that these

administrators would know and choose the best records to survive as archives. Jenkinson

notes that, "so long as the administrative or executive office discharged by the original

owner of the Archives continues to function, so long may this 'Administrator' be

considered to be undyiÍrg."'o 'Weber's formulation regarding the distinctive attributes of

bureaucratic organizations - that is, rational and rule-bound institutions - is reflected in

Jenkinson's own ideas concerning the formation of an archive.

t2 Hilary Jenkinson, A Manual of Archive Administratiorz, Second edition (Ig37),(London: Percy
T,und, Humphries & Company, Ltd.1922),l5l.
t'Hilary Jenkinson, "The English Archivist: A New Profession" (1g47),in Roger H. Ellis and
Peter Walne, (eds.), Selected Writings of Sír Hilary Jenbinson (Gloucester: Alan Sutton
Publishing, 1 980), 238.
to Jenkinson , A Manual of Archive Administration, 33 .
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Modern Appraisal Theorv

American archivist Gerald Ham recently commented on Jenkinson's appraisal

theory: "Allowing the creator to designate what should be the archival record solves the

problems of complexity, impermanence, and volume of contemporary records by

ignoring them."l5 Unlike their Dutch and English counterparts, American archivists

acknowledged the problems associated with traditional appraisal theory in light of the

increasing amount and complexity of contemporary organizational records. It is

important to consider the organizations that modem appraisal theorists, including

Theodore R. Schellenberg, Margaret Cross Norton, and Maynard Brichford, witnessed at

the time they were formulating appraisal strategies and methodologies.

ln the early stages of their profession's development, American archivists

inherited a shocking backlog of public records. In 1934, the National Archives was

established and immediately had in its custody more than 1.2 million cubic metres of

federal records. By the end of the Great Depression, the accumulation rate reached

160,000 metres annually. This occurred in part due to the expansion of the federal

government in response to interventionist New Deal policies, designed to cope with the

depression. Moreover, this crisis was exacerbated when the federal government expanded

again to support the United States' efforts during the Second World War. By 1943,the

growth rate of federal records reached 650,000 metres annua11y.16 Archivists were under

growing pressure to manage the historical record with limited resources in an age when a

15 Gerald Ham, Selecting and Appraising Archives and Manuscripts (Chicago: Society of
American Archivists, 1993), 9.
16 

See James Gregory Bradsher, "An Adminishative History of the Disposal of Federal Records,
1789-1949," Provenance 3 (Fall 1985), 1-21.
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copious amount of paper was being produced by organizations now fully modem in

character. In addition to the immense volume of records, the records associated with

particular business activities were no longer confined to an individual office within a

single organization, but were created by multiple units and many individuals. The

redundancy of information in modern records was such that they "resemble[d] more the

noise and distortions of a badly tuned television set than useful information."lT The

resulting records and record-keeping systems for most goverlrment offices during this

period were a reactive by-product of the activities of expanding govemments instead of

planned, well-managed exercises in their own right.

By the mid-twentieth century, therefore, govemments had been transformed from

small, limited, regulatory, laissez-faire structures to large, complex, interventionist

agencies, with a vast array of functions and activities managed in increasingly significant

ways. These broad structural and managerial changes in organizational work and culture

influenced the writings of American appraisal theorists who were tasked with appraising

the records from the record-keeping systems of such modem organizations, as opposed to

the scarce documentary legacies from medieval or monarchical institutions that faced the

traditional nineteenth-century archival theorists and on through to Jenkinson.

By the middle of the twentieth century, some leading American archivists focused

on coming to terms with these massive amounts of records and the complicated

government functions and activities that produced them. Iî 1944, Margaret Cross Norton,

the state Archivist of lllinois, stated that "it is obviously no longer possible for any

17 Gerald Ham, "Archival Choices: Managing the Historical Record in an Age of Abundance," in
Nancy E. Pearce, (ed.), Archival Choíces: Managing the Historical Record in an Age of
Abundance (Lexington: D.C. Heath and Company , 1984), I33.
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agency to preserve all records which result from its activities. The emphasis of archives

work has shifted from preservation of records to selection of records for preservation."is

Philip C. Brooks, an archivist at the National Archives in Washington, suggested four

years earlier, that the appraisal function "can best be performed with a complete

understanding of the records than after they have lain forgotten and deteriorating for

twenty years."ie This is in complete contrast to Jenkinson, who believed archivists should

not be involved with active records in any way, but rather remain passive "keepers" of

those archives passed on to them by others to ensure that the authenticity of records is

preserved. Yet without active appraisal of records in a timely fashion by archivists and

the accompanying destruction of most of the records, the postwar era would be buried in

outdated records. This society recorded more information than it needed beyond often a

very short period of time, and much of it, as seen already, was highly repetitive,

duplicates or ephemera, and therefore not necessary to maintain for any length of time in

agencies and certainly not in archives.

In light of the nature of the modem bureaucratic orgatization, American

archivists introduced a new concept. They developed the "life cycle of records" model

whereby archivists interact with the records from their creation to their final disposition.

'Within this model, records are created and used in the course of conducting day-to-day

business in their active phase. Records are then stored offsite for infrequent use by the

creating office for a given period of time, the dormant phase. Finally, when their active

and dormant operational phases have ended, the records are selected by archivists, not by

18 Margaret Cross Norton, "Records Disposal," in Thornton W. Mitchell, (ed.), Norton on
Archives: The l4lritings of Margaret Cross Norton on Archives and Records Management
(Chicago: The Society of American Archivists, I975),232.
tt Philip C. Brooks, "The Selection of Records for Preservation," American Archivist 3 (October
t940),226.
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Jenkinson's administrators, as having either archival value and transferred to an archives,

or no archival value and destroyed. Norton argued that this "increasefes] efficiency and

further ensurfes] that archival records are not lost before reaching their final destination,

the archives."2o

American archivists gradually became familiar with records management in

addition to traditional archival theory and practice and historical scholarship, as they

developed a closer relationship with the records over the entire course of their life cycle.

The life-cycle model enabled archivists to participate in the selection of records, albeit

only after records passed through the final stage of the life cycle and then only in concert

with the selection of records for destruction. Yet, there soon developed a partnership

between records managers and archivists in light of their coÍtmon interests with regard to

records and thus began an increasingly close and symbiotic relationship between the two

professions.2t The often dual role in smaller organizations of a single person as both

archivist and records manager meant that the management of records and the

administration of archives were done simultaneously.22 The drive behind modern records

management as it emerged in the mid-twentieth century was clearly part of the culture of

the modern organization to approach all work scientifically, efficiently, and

systematically, including the work of managingrecords.

20 Bradsher, History of Archives Administration,3I.
2t Frank B. Evans, "Archivists and Records Managers: Variations on a Theme ," American
Archivist 30 (January, 1967), 45-5 8.

" See Patricia Bartowski, "Records Management and the Walking Archivist," in Maygene F.
Daniels and Timothy Walch, (eds.), A Modern Archives Reader: Basic Readings on Archival
Theory and Practice (Washington: National Archives Trust Board,1984); R.A. Shiff, "The
Archivist's Role in Records Management," American Archivist 19 (April 1956), Il1.-I20; and
Karen Dawley Paul, "Archivists and Records Management," in James G. Bradsher, (ed.),
Managing Archives and Archíval Institutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989),34-
52.
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Theodore R. Schellenberg, the leading modern American (and indeed world)

appraisal theorist at that time, emphasized that archivists must concem themselves with

records management. He noted that "all of the archivist's problems in arranging,

describing, appraising, and servicing public records arise out of the way in which such

records are handled in government offices.n23 locontrast to the European tradition, which

focused on "the guardianship of the evidential properties of a totality of records,"

American archivists were now charged with "appraising records to uncover their value

for the purpose of selecting specific records for permanent preservation as archives."24

While some modem American appraisal theorists reflected upon the connection

between records managers and archivists, Schellenberg also focused on the nature of the

modem organization and the importance of its documentation, when considering the

appraisal function. He is the first theorist to discuss the importance of documenting the

organization. He is also among the first to understand that to do archival work such as

appraisal with institutional records, archivists must understand how organizations

function, since records are defined by, flow from, and are connected to orgarizational

work processes and activities. h 1956, Schellenberg gathered together his ideas

regarding the selection and appraisal of govemment records, as well as those of some of

his colleagues at the National Archives, and articulated a full statement of appraisal

criteria for government records in his manual on archival theory and practic e, Modern

Archives: Principles and Techniques.

23 Theodore R. Schellenberg, Modern Archives (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, Ig75),26.
The chapter on appraisal standards was also published separately as The Appraisøl of Modern
Public Records, Bulletins of the National Archives, No. 8 (Washington: National Archives and
Records Service, I 956).
2a Cynthia Kent, Rethinking Archival Appraisal; Macroøppraisal as a Technologtfor Cities (MA
thesis, University of Manitoba, 2005), 26.
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Schellenberg asserted that European archival traditions were unrealistic when

dealing with modern records in the United States and indeed elsewhere in the modern

world. He agreed with many principles that the Europeans had established, including the

notion that the significance of archives lay in the organic nature of records and respecting

their provenance. Moreover, he upheld the principle of original order and agreed with

Jenkinson that records are created unselÊconsciously in the course of conducting daily

business. However, he noted that Jenkinson's argument that "records should be kept in

their entirety without mutilation, alteration or unauthorized destruction of portions of

them"25 must only apply to the active phase of the life cycle. The increasing volume of

records produced in large industrial or bureaucratic organizations pushed Schellenberg to

come to terms with problems inherent in European traditional appraisal theory.

Schellenberg developed the notion of "value" when thinking about the appraisal

of modem public records. He asserted their appraisal could be accomplished by applying

a taxonomy that assumes primary and secondary values. If records are of ongoing

importance to their creator, they reflect "primary'' values. If records are potentially

valuable to researchers subsequent to their administrative use, they reflect "secondary"

values. Primary values relate to the degree to which "records served their creators'

ongoing operational needs." Secondary values reflect "the importance of records for

secondary research by subsequent users, not primary use by their origin al creator."26

Primary value minors Jenkinson's principle that the responsibility for identifying

records with archival value rested with the records creators or "administrators," although

it relates only to the active and dormant phases of the life cycie and not the archival or

25 Schellenb erg, Modern Archives, 75 .

26 Cook, "What is Past is Prologue," 27.
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final phase of the life cycle as Jenkinson asserted. Further subdivided into two categories,

Schellenberg's secondary value, which was his overwhelming emphasis on what the

archivist would appraise, consists of evidential value and informational value.

Evidential value emphasizes the value of "records because of the evidence they

contain of orgarization and function" of the government body that creates them, while

informational value stresses the value of "records because of the information they

contain" on "persons, things, or phenomena" with which the government body deals.27

Schellenberg argued that archivists must appraise records through the identification of

evidential value because this facilitates the acquisition of a small number of records

reflecting the structure and function of a given orgatization and thus would not only be

of benefit to the researcher, but the orgatization itself. The records most worthy of

retention containing evidential value are those which record the origin of the office,

represent the orgarizational structure, and document the organization's functions and

activities.

To assess the evidential value of records, Schellenberg noted that archivists must

understand the position of each office within the administrative hierarchy of an

organization, the functions performed by the offices, and the activities carried out by the

office. Given the problematic status of the huge volumes of postwar goveÍtment records

discussed above, Schellenberg argued that archivists must shift their appraisal mindset

from quantity to substance. He believed that it is critical for the archivist to understand

tt T. R. Schellenberg, "The Appraisal of Modern Public Records," in Maygene F. Daniels and
Timotþ Walch, (eds.), A Modern Archives Reader: Basic Readings on Archival Theory and
Practice (Washington, D.C. : National Archives Trust Board, 1 984), 5 8.
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the structure of modern organizations and the relationship between the structure and the

records generated, in order to accurately identify the records selected to form an archive.

Schellenberg also stressed that records must be appraised on the basis of their

informational value. This notion is very different from Jenkinson's view of appraisal.

When appraising the informational value of government records, Schellenberg argued

that archivists need not concem themselves with documenting the creating body, only

with the subject content that the records contained about people, places, activities, and

ideas. Records, in this case, could be appraised piecemeal, at least in relation to other

records created by the organization. When evaluating whether records should be archived

based on their informational value, "the federal archivist should consider whether the

same or similar information is available in other forms or places." According to

Schellenberg, "the records universe is not limited to the physical records of the

generating agency, but includes any source or agency that contains the data."28

Schellenberg viewed the function of appraisal as an opportunity to reduce the

volume of records while also serving the needs of academic researchers. He argued that

record managers should determine evidential values, in consultation with agency

officials, while archivists would determine informational values. However, archivists

"should have final responsibility'' in both cases and "should be empowered to review all

records that govemment agencies propose to destroy."2e

Schellenberg adopted more fully 'Weber's notion of the organization as a steep

hierarchical pyramid under the strict control of a chief executive and this is reflected in

tt Nancy E. Pearce, "Deciding What to Save: Fifty Years of Theory and Practice," in Nancy E.
Pearce, (ed.), Archival Choices: Mønaging the Historical Records in an Age of Abundance
(Lexington: D.C. Heath and Company, 1984),7 .

te Schellenb erg, Modern Archives,30,32.
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his discussion of the nature of the modem organization, its activities, and its public

records. According to Schellenberg, the executive branch of government is presided over

by a chief ofnicer and controls numerous agencies that operate beneath it. He

acknowledged that the modern organization was becoming increasingly complex in light

of the characteristics inherent in a rapidly growing American government during the

1940s and 1950s. Schellenberg observed the following regarding the complexity of

modem bureaucrat ic or ganizations :

In the executive branch of the government a pyramid-like
structure has arisen, with its apex in the offices of the President
and its base in a multitude of field offices. This structure has
been made more complex in its organization and functioning
by certain characteristics that are inherent in the American
form of government; e.g., the system of checks and balances
under which the legislative branch reviews the functioning
of the executive; and the two-party system, under which
governmental orgarnzation is responsive, to a degree at least,
to periodic changes of prograrn and policy. ln general, as
government activities are expanded, they become more highly
specialized.3o

As government activities expanded during the postwar eÍa, they became

increasingly specialized. According to Schellenberg, this led to the creation of more

complex records stored in a variety of record-keeping systems. Gradually, simple

alphabetical and numerical filing systems were replaced by more complex systems such

as subject-numeric filing systems. To complicate things further, there was no uniformity

in the filing systems employed from office to office within an agency, and from agency to

agency within a particular branch, division or department. Moreover, all of these systems

were applied differently across government.

'o Schellenb erg, Modern Archives,36-37 .
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According to Schellenberg, the important work was done by executives and senior

managers in setting policy, making decisions, and determining directions, all in the top 1

or 2 percent of the Weberian orgatizational pyramid. All records from these senior

offices should be kept, therefore, as archives. The next 8 or 10 percent down the triangle

were the professionals who supported managers - researchers, policy analysts, program

evaluators, auditors, and so on. Some of their records would be preserved in archives.

The bottom 85 percent of the triangle were the routine, daily transactions, the local

activities, the administration of individual cases and projects. Virtually none of these

records should be kept. The citizen's interaction with the state was largely ignored

therefore. As with Weber, for Schellenberg the power was at the top, which is where

important things happened, where important records would be found. These are the

records ofevidential value for archives.

Schellenberg's writings reflect Max 'Weber's ideas concerning the bureaucratic

management approach to organizations and classic and modern management theory more

generally. As seen, 
'Weber's 

approach emphasizes the need for a systematic, rational view

of organizational structure based on sociological theories of bureaucracy. That is what

Schellenberg mirrored when he advised archivists on the kind of research necessary to

understand organizations in order to determine evidential values.

When Weber's work was translated into English in the 1940s, many managers in

the United States found his ideas useful in considering how organizations could be more

effectively managed, including Schellenberg in terms of managing records and archives;

indeed, records management more generally fit very much into these new outlooks. In

Schellenberg's case, Weber's ideas are not implicitly acknowledged but they are reflected
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in his assumptions about the nature of organizations. Schellenberg is the fîrst archivist to

suggest that the nature of orgarizations must be considered when formulating appraisal

theory and practice. Michael Lutker, a recent archivist, contends that the work of

organizational theorists such as Max 'Weber enables archivists to view records "more

perceptively and to understand the multitude of organtzational, social, and environmental

factors that shape the records." 31

Several of Schellenberg's successors continued to emphasize the informational

value of records. Indeed this became the defining characteristic of most archival

appraisal methodologies from the 1940s toward the end of the 1980s. Appraisal was

largely guided by the anticipated use of the records by researchers, especially academic

historians. For example, Meyer H. Fishbein, an archivist with the National Archives and

Records Service in the 1960s and 1970s, argued that trends in historiography must be

considered when appraising and selecting records.32 In lg77, Maynard J. Brichford wrote

the first appraisal manual for the Society of American Archivists that likewise

emphasized the importance of informational value based on the anticipated research

trends. However, in this seminal publication, he also outlined characteristics and other

values that reflect an understanding and documentation of the bureaucratic organization.

According to Brichford's theory of appraisal, records contain functional,

evidential, and informational characteristics as well as administrative, research,

academic, and archival values. He argued that archivists must consider all of these

3r Michael Lutker, "Max Weber and the Analysis of Modern Bureaucratic Organizations: Notes
Towards a Theory of Appraisal," American Archivist a5 (Spring 1982), 119-130 as cited in
Pearce, "Deciding What to Save," 14. Lutker's main argument that the function of appraisal is
hampered due to the archivist's lack of theoretical perspective regarding organizations and their
administrative processes parallels, in many ways, the main point that this thesis seeks to address.

" Meyer H. Fishbein, "A Viewpoint on Appraisal of National Records ," American Archivist 33
(April 1970), 175.
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characteristics and values as they appraise the records of organizations. Brichford

stressed that each record has a procedural, documentary, or authoritative function usually

refiected in the record's title. He developed categories for organizational records based

on record type: some are valuable and worth preserving, including board minutes and

records documenting policy decisions; others are seldom valuable, such as routine

administrative records. Their functionality provides archivists with an initial indication of

their significance in reflecting the activities of organizations.

Moreover, Brichford noted that records often contain evidence of the

"organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations or other activities"33

of the office that produced them. Archivists must understand the structure of the

organization that produced the records and the business activities and transactions that

result in the creation of the records, if they are to appraise them properly. This is in

concert with Schellenberg's notion that archivists must be aware of the position of an

office within its organizational hierarchy, the functions carried out in offices across the

organization, and the activities performed as a result of the various offices' assigned

functions. According to Brichford, archivists must seek "to explain the activities of the

creating organizatíon...by preserving records of policy decisions, records which reflect

the functions of the organization, ...and which are representative of a significant range of

institutional...activities."3a Here again, like Schellenberg, Brichford's rhetoric

emphasized the policy and senior upper-level records of Weber's administrative

hierarchy as being the most valuable in the appraisal of evidential value.

33 Maynard J. Brichford , Archives and Manuscripts: Appraisøl and Accessioning (Chicago:
Society for American Archivists, 1977),4.

'o rbid., 5.
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Brichford outlined several values that archivists should incorporate into the

appraisal of orgarizational records. Administrative value reflects the worth placed upon

the record by the creator in carrying out various activities, signifying its short-term value.

It also reflects the value placed upon the record by various users including historians and

academics, signifying its long-term value. Moreover, research value reflects Brichford's

notion that the records of greatest significance to broader public research should form

part of the archive. Norton maintained that "the difference between a file clerk and an

archivist is that the archivist has a sense of perspective. He knows that these documents

have two phases of use: their present day legalistic use, and their potential historical

value."35

Brichford drew the same conclusion as Norton but also stressed that the archivist

should apply broader public research needs to determine the record's future usefulness

without discriminating between "those who are tracing ancestors, seeking to determine

legislative intent, looking for debtors, investigating human behaviour, writing a freshman

theme, or analyzing executive action in a foreign policy crisis."36 In this instance,

Brichford argued that archivists must accommodate a broader group of secondary users

than the academic user identified by Schellenberg or Norton. Finally, he concluded that

the archival value of records is determined after the identification of administrative and

research values. With a complete understanding of why records are created, their

"Mitchell, (ed.),NortononArchives(Chicago: SocietyofAmericanArchivists, I975),9.
36 Brichford , Arcltives and Manuscripts, 10. American archivist Gerald Ham commented on
Fishbein's and Brichford's appraisal theories based, in part, upon research-driven archives. He
argued archivists became too closely tied to the research interests of academics and historians and
that the "archivist will remain at best nothing more than a weathervane moved by the changing
winds of historiography." See Gerald Ham, "The Archival Edge," in Daniels and Walch, (eds.),1
Modern Archives Reader, 329.
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characteristics, and their usefulness to the creator and the public at large, the archivist is

able to make an informed decision regarding the preservation of records in the archive.

Through Norton's discussion of the Illinois state govemment and the organization

of its agencies, it becomes clear that her ideas reflect Weber's structured and highly

centralized organization which links professional administrators with authoritative and

decision-making responsibilities and thus, situates power at the apex of the hierarchical

pyramid. Like Weber's theory of management, Brichford and Norton's appraisal

strategies honour the hierarchical nature of the modem organization's structure. They

stressed that appraisal necessitates an understanding of an orgatization's administrative

hierarchy, especially its senior executives' use of power to direct the organization's most

important activities. This is achieved by "reading administrative histories, reviewing

statutes and administrative regulations governing office operations, studying the

organizational charts and manuals, inspecting budget documents and published reports,

and flow-charting procedures that result in the creation of records."37 Like Schellenberg,

his successors do not explicitly acknowledge Weber's ideas in their appraisal shategies.

Rather, their strategies reflect more implicitly their assumptions about the nature of

orgarizations and, ultimately, the view that a large portion of the archival records can be

found in offices situated at the top of the hierarchy.

Schellenberg, Norton, and Brichford made significant contributions to the

development of archival appraisal theory. Yet their modern ideas, like their more

traditional precursors, are not beyond criticism. While studying the orgarization, modern

organizatíonal theorists focused their attention on human behaviour in addition to

37 Brichford , Archives and Manuscripts, 13.
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organizational structure and hierarchy. Behaviour management theorists including

Munsterberg, Follett, and Mayo concluded that employees were more than just

mechanisms of production and built specific theories about behaviour in organizations

that provided practical guidelines for managers. Their theories demonstrate that

management is not solely responsible for how effective and efficient an organization is -

workers at various levels within the hierarchy also contribute to the overall success of an

orgarization. However, modern appraisal theorists missed this completely, and thus the

records that they preserved as archives reflect a very different view ofthose organizations

than existed in reality, or as modem management theorists who studied these

or ganizations witnes s e d.

By the mid-twentieth century, classic and modern management theorists brought

attention to organizational theory by their concentration on the nature of work and its

management, and on the impact of new office technologies and communication tools, and

how these fit into building and maintaining the modern organizalion. This section has

explored how modem archival thinking about organizations, in relation to the appraisal of

their records, mirrors the qualitative transformation of the modern organtzation from the

early twentieth century until the 1960s. It also documents the implications for archival

appraisal of views on how the modern organization functions and how it creates and uses

its own institutional records. The perspectives of contemporary organizational theorists

concerning institutional power, hierarchy, and functionality are often more directly

reflected in the assumptions of archival appraisal theorists regarding what is most

important to document and preserve in the archives of those organizations.
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Contemporary Apprais al Theorv

American archivist Harold E. Thiele, Jr. recently commented on contemporary

appraisal theories and the Electronic Age

As the tsunami of technology surges forward, efforts are being made
to understand the changes and consequences of the computer revolution.
These changes are calling into question many of the traditional fand
modern] assumptions archivists and records managers use to appraise
and classify records.3s

Increasingly complex networked organizations threatened the established

Schellenbergian practice of modern appraisal by the end of the twentieth century, making

it necessary for archivists to explore and implement new appraisal theories facilitating the

identification and capture of records of enduring value. As outlined in Chapter 2, the

implementation of sophisticated computerized information processing and

communication technologies within organizations since the 1960s has gradually produced

a radically different form of organization and thus similarly different record-keeping

contexts and methodologies. The records of complex networked orgarizations challenge

the traditional view of archives as agencies that preserve static records from stable,

hierarchical organizations and the original meaning of records as defined by their

creators.

The study of networked organizations is not only the focus of recent

organizational theorists, but also of contemporary appraisal theorists, all of whom wrestle

with issues involving the complexity, volume, and very nature of virtuat and digital

38 Harold E. Thiele, Jr., "Appraisal, Provenance, and the Computer Revolution: An Examination
of Organizational Records in the Electronic Age," University of Katharine Sharp Revíew 6
(Winter 1998), 1. Available at the following website:
http://alexia.lis.Lriuc.edu./review.old/6/thiele.htrnl (accessed 26 Apn|2006).
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records and their record-keeping systems. An overview of the writings of contemporary

archival appraisal theorists including Gerald Ham, Hans Booms, Helen Samuels, Hugh

Taylor, Terry Cook, David Bearman, Sue McKemmish, and Frank Upward reveals their

assumptions about the nature of the complex networked organizations from which

archival records originate. Unlike traditional and modem appraisal theorists, their

contemporary assumptions reflect more explicitly some of the characteristics of the

complex networked organization, as outlined in Chapter 2. These theorists recognize (to

varying degrees) that managerial and cultural theory about complex networked

organizatíons ought to inform appraisal decisions concerning which records to keep and

which to destroy, allowing in turn for more efficient and effective records disposition

within contemporary and future organizations. In this way, they try to address some of

the gaps in understanding organizations (and their records) that Schellenberg and his

contemporaries missed with their Weberian hierarchical filter.

Records are increasingly diffrcult to locate because networked organizations rely

on "collaborationsl' reflecting impermanent and changing structures. Interested in the

history of technology and business as well as the records and record-keeping systems of

complex networked organizations, American appraisal theorist Peter Botticelli notes that

"collaborations are informal, decentralized associations which act independently from

existing lines of authority. They are central to network structures in which responsibility

for completing tasks is widely distributed across organizational boundaries."3e As noted

earlier in Chapter 2, orgatizations are increasingly informal and unstructured in the

course of their daily work activities. Work processes rising out of business functions and

'e Peter Botticelli, "Records Appraisal in Network Organizations," Archivaria 49 (Spring 2000),
1 85.
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responsibilities are widely distributed across organizational boundaries. With their

vertical and hierarchical Weberian assumptions, traditional and modern appraisal

theories, can no longer be relied upon, therefore, to identify the records that should be

kept for long-term preservation as twenty-first century complex networked organizations

and records, increasingly in electronic form, become the noÍn.

Recent trends in thinking about appraisal (and other archival functions) have paid

far greater attention to the context of records creation. New appraisal approaches, such as

documentation strategy, functional analysis, and macroappraisal, base appraisal decisions

on the dynamic context of records creation. In addition to archival expertise and an

appropriate framework (or the practical steps that support appraisal and include the

process for implementing a plan or model), archivists are formulating theories of value

based on researching the institutions, persons, functions, activities, and events which give

rise to the creation of records. As Canadian archival educator Barbara L. Craig noted in

1992, archivists are revising appraisal processes to include "an analysis of the context in

which the documents are created"4O and that this orientation is as important as the

application of empirical methods or the application of existing methodologies when

appraising records including, for example, Schellenberg's taxonomy that assumes

primary and secondary values.

These new contemporary approaches to appraisal have certainly adopted the more

enduring aspects of classic orgarizational theory, such as its emphasis on knowing the

formal structures and mandates of organizations, but they have also begun to explore

a0 Barbara L. Craig, "The Acts of the Appraisers: The Context, the Plan and the Record "
Archivaria34 (Summer lgg2),175. In this case, Craig is specifically commenting on Hun,
Booms' theory of planned documentation discussed in his "Überlieferungsbildung: Archives-
Keeping as a Social and Political Activity," Archivsriq 33 (Winter l99I-92),25-33.
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other, more elusive, characteristics of how an orgarization works. This includes its

internal culture and communication pattems, and its interactions with citizens, clients,

community, and society - mirroring (to varying degrees) the ideas of contemporary

management theorists - in order to make appraisal decisions that identify the records that

may actually best reflect the organization's actions.

The archival profession has experienced numerous changes since Schellenberg

and his contemporaries were dominant up to the 1970s. The appraisal function of

archives was first reinterpreted through the concept of documentation strategy. Gerald

Ham, 'Wisconsin 
State Archivist in the 1980s, and Hans Booms, German professor of

contemporary history and one of Europe's foremost archivists, stressed the need for a

more expansive role for archives, including the societal role of the archivist as appraiser

and the societal context within which appraisal must be situated. As President of the

Society of American Archivists in the 1970s, Ham questioned traditional and modem

appraisal theory and practice as well as the archivist's role in providing "the future with a

representative record of human experience in our time."4l According to Ham, the

appraisal function should be consciously carried out within the larger context of society.

He suggested that archivists must become more active in this documentation process and

he firmly believed that planned and researched documentation strategies will "foster the

integration and coordination of collecting programs across individual repositories" so that

the records selected accurately reflect a more balanced view of society. a2 Ham was

critical of Fishbein and Brichford's appraisal theories based, in part, upon researcher-

ar Gerald Ham, "The Archival Edge," 326-335.
a2 Plønningfor the Archival Profession: A Report of the SAA Task Force on Goals and Priorities
(Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1986), 10 as cited in Gerald Ham, Selecting and
Apprøising Archives and Manuscripts, Il.
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driven archives. He argued that archivists became too closely tied to the research interests

of academics and historians and that the "archivist will remain at best nothing more than

a weathervane moved by the changing winds of historiography."43

Hans Booms formulated his thoughts conceming the concept of a documentation

strategy atthe German Archives Conference in 1971. Like Ham, Booms' documentation

strategy situated archives within the broader societal context that supported the creation

of records. According to Booms, society should define its own values and these should

then be reflected through its archival records. He also mirrored Ham by rejecting

Schellenberg's researcher-driven informational value as an appraisal tool and Jenkinson's

nalrow view of appraisal based on legal accountability and the value imposed by the

creator, because neither approach would result in an expansive formulation of society's

representative documentary heritage.

Booms argued that the archivist and the archives must reflect public opinion and

larger societal values. In the twenty-first century it will no longer be meaningful "to

continue to view the individual as detached from his or her social environment...it is

essential to view the activity of the archivist in relationship to the societal order, since it

seems clear that there exists an indissoluble connection between values held by society

and those held by the individval."44 Records must reflect societal values at the time the

records are created, not the values of the record creator, or historians and academic

researchers.

o'Ham, "The ArchivalBdge," 329.
oo Hans Booms, "society and the Formation of a Documentary Heritage: Issues in the Appraisal
of Archival Sources," Archivsria 24 (Summer 1987),75.
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Booms thought that the role of the archivist is becoming increasingly important

because "it is the archivist alone who has the responsibility to create, out of this

overabundance of information, a socially relevant documentary record that is, in spatial

terms, storable and, in human terms, usable."45 Thus, in order for appraisal values to be

defendable, especially in contemporary democratic societies, they must be derived from,

and reflect, the society within which records originate. An attempt must be made to

measure the significance of records in light of their societal context.

Booms originally argued that societal values are determined through public

opinion research. However, by 1991, Booms admitted that this was ineffective. They are

best identifred by studying the functions and activities of records creators within

organizations who are responsible for shaping the social order and reflecting the wishes

and needs of society. Within Booms' l99I revised documentation strategy, "the

provenance of the records is expressed through the functionality of society's record

creators."46

The views of Ham and Booms reflect the fact that archivists were familiar with a

radically different form of orgarization and record-keeping context and methodology in

the 1980s and 1990s. Ham and Booms adopt Chandler's notion of the automated office,

which demonstrates among other things, a flatter or decentralized hierarchy and a

o' Hans Booms, "society and the Formation of a Documentary Heritage," 77 . For a case study of
the implementation of documentation strategy and its relevance to the appraisal of organizational
records, see Richard Cox, "A Documentation Strategy Case Study: Western New York,"
American Archivist 52 (Spring 1989), 192-200; the relevance of documentation strategy to the
appraisal of records of scientific research, see Normand Fortier, "Pattems of Organization and
Records Creation in Scientific Research: The Work of the American Institute of Physics,"
Archivaria 54 (Fall 2002),118-123; for its relevance to the appraisal ofCongressional papers, see

Faye Phillips, "Congressional Papers: Collection Development Policies," American Archivist 58
(Summer 1 995), 258-269.
a6 Cook, "From the Record to its Context,' 39.
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blurring of organizational boundaries. This is also reflected in Ham's and Booms'

discussion of the nature of the contemporary organization, its activities, and its records

and record-keeping systems. Unlike Schellenberg, Ham and Booms did not base their

appraisal methods on the assumption that every activity within a bureaucratic

organization was necessarily worthy of documentation. Nor should archivists necessarily

focus only on the creating offices and individuals at the top of the organization's

hierarchy in light of the flatter and more fluid nature of complex, networked

organizations. In 1993, Ham noted that contemporary organtzations are affected by

"technological complexity [and] organizational interrelatedness" and contemporary

records are "increasingly created and distributed as part of integrated and often complex

electronic information systems with multiple input sources, shared databases, and various

output formats."47

Ham's and Booms' writings reflect Henry Mintzberg's and Edgar Schein's ideas

concerning contemporary management theory. As seen previously, Mintzberg's approach

emphasizes the need for an understanding of the role of managers and their strong

preference for informal discourse and work activities as well as the interactions between

the organization and its internal and extemal environment. Schein focuses on the

behaviour of individuals as customers, citizens, and clients situated outside of the

organization and the ways in which they influence the organization's overall

effectiveness. That is what Booms mirrored when he advised that determining value in

o' Ham, Selecting and Appraising Arclzives and Mønuscripts,97; l0l.
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building the documentary heritage reveals "the essence and significance of the link

between individuals and the values of their society."as

In this wa¡ archivists must include a study of, among other things, the political,

social, cultural, environmental, gender, and legal factors, as well as the magnitude of

events and market economy contemporary to the records during the process of appraisal.

This will situate individual transactions within a larger organizational and societal

context and "that is why, in appraising records, archivists need to orient themselves to the

values of the records' contemporaries, for whose sake the records were created."4e Ham

and Booms concluded that archivists need to become more disciplined in their application

of appraisal strategies and refine their criteria arid techniques in light of the fact that the

activities and transactions of govemment bureaucracy "produce enorrnous and

comprehensive bodies of business and economic data."50 Like the theories of

contemporary management theorists examined in Chapter 2, their appraisal theories,

however implicit, reflect the importance of understanding the interaction between the

organization and its external or societal environment. Moreover, their writings intimate a

growing understanding that the study of records creators, not only the records themselves,

informs archival appraisal work.

A similar documentation strategy theory for appraisal was advocated by American

archivist Helen Samuels in 1986; she also advanced a separate methodology, the

institutional functional analysis, in 1992. Much more explicitly than Booms or Ham,

Samuels very specifically recognizedthe changing nature of orgatizations, the increasing

ot Booms, "Überlieferungsbildung," 27.
o'Ibid., 

35.
to Ham, "Archival Choices," 137.
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sophistication of information technologies, and their impact on the creation of record-

keeping systems and the records that flow from them. The articulation and then

implementation of the documentation concept stemmed from Samuels' work dealing with

the identification ofrecords created in large science and technology research projects. For

every major project, the records were scattered across various inter-dependent

orgarizations, including goverlìments, universities, and business corporations, as well as

families, and individuals - all of which shared in part of the project.

Samuels' strategy was conceived accordingly as a multi-institutional analysis that

combined numerous archives' appraisal activities to document the functions of society,

for any given sector or theme, in order to identify the best records of government, private

institutions, individuals, and families, in any form or media, and ensure that the records

are housed in appropriate archival institutions. This form of analysis "promotes the

coordination of the activities of many separate archives,"sl and makes concrete many of

the parallel ideas of Ham and Booms.

Samuels quickly leamed that the adoption of the modem appraisal theory and

practice of Schellenberg and his contemporaries would produce an incomplete archive,

since the records were scattered across various organizations. She believed that her

strategy was inclusive: the appraisal decision integrates government, private, family, and

corporate records in any form and media, and also considers possible duplication with

published information. It focuses on identifying the best records that fall under specific

subjects or themes being documented and placing these records in several archival

tt Helen Samuels, "Who Controls the Past," American Archivist 49 (Spring 1986), 723.For a
hypothetical case study of documentation strategy for the high technology industry in
Massachusetts along Route 128, see Philip N. Alexander and Helen Samuels, "The Roots of 128:
A Hypothetical Documentation Strategy," American Archivist 50 (Fall 1987),518-531.
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institutions. However, because of overlapping themes and functions, the subject-based

appraisal underpinning Samuel's documentation strategy led to the duplication of

archival work and the acquisition of copies of records amongst repositories.s2

Samuels concluded that her documentation strategy is most appropriate for private

records, or for multi-organizational cooperative projects, after each organization's own

record has been appraised. In 1992, she set out an appraisal theory and strategy for

institutional records in her book Varsity Letters: Documenting Modern Colleges and

Universities. She advocated "a research-based, functional, contextual approach to

institutional appraisal rather than the old search for'values' in the content of records."53

In short, Samuels argued that the most important functions within each organization need

to be understood and appraised, before records are selected based on these functions, and

before her earlier inter-institutional documentation strategy approach could work.

This second strategy required a "thorough knowledge of institutions and their

documentation, which is best supplied through a series of functional appraisal studies."sa

She challenged other archivists to examine the complex functional processes and

communication pattems associated with their institutional enterprises:

To appraise effectively, archivists need to understand that the nature
of the scientific and technological process and the complex patterns of
communication and funding affect the existence and location of records
...For archivists this complex environment of internal and external
associations requires comprehension of a universe of interconnected
documentation.55

t'For 
a thorough critique of documentation strategy, see Chapter 1 on selection and appraisal in

David Bearman, Archíval Methods (Pittsburgh: Archives and Museum Informatics, 1989); see

also Terry Cook, "Documentation Strategy," Arcltivariø 34 (Summer 1992),181-191.
53 Cook, "From the Record to its Context,"40.
to Helen Samuels, "Improving Our Disposition: Documentation Strategy," Archivaria 33 (Winter
t99r-92), t27.
tt Helen Samuels, Varsity Letters: Documenting Modern Colleges ønd (Jniversllies (Metuchen,
NJ: Society of American Archivists, 1992),23.
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Samuels succeeded in providing a detailed plan for analyzing the functions and then

sorting through the massive amount of records created in complex networked

organizations. This ensured that the records identified as having archival value accurately

reflect the most important functions within each organization.

Samuels' writings illustrate how traditional and modern appraisal theories'

reflective of the hierarchical structure of more stable modern organizations have become

increasingly difficult to implement in light of new technologies and forms of

communication patterns within networked orgarizations. According to Samuels, the new

hierarchy is about conversations or informal discourses in addition to status and

authority. Moreover, the organization's networked and larger societal environments

necessitate boundary transactions that sustain the organization and thus, form part of its

contextual environment. She asserted that these characteristics, among others, facilitate a

blurring of boundaries in networked organizations and change their very nature and

structure. Weber's traditional pyramid of authority no longer exemplifies the structure of

these organizations or how they function; rather, authority is relatively flat and spread

across these organizations. She noted that complex networked otgantzations are "more

fluid, responding as needed to changing responsibilities and economic conditions.

Automated integrated databases reinforce the need to analyse functions, not

administrative structures. "56

Her writings also reflect an understanding that relationships among organizations

have changed. Although traditional and modem appraisal theory supports the

su Samuels, "Documentation Strategy ," 731.
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identification and acquisition of records of distinct organizations, complex relationships

exist among networked organizations :

Govemment, industry and academe - the private and public sectors

- are linked through funding and regulations. Records mirror the
society that creates them. Integrated functions affect where and
how the records of activities are created and where they are retained.sT

Understanding organizations and their records and record-keeping systems becomes

increasingly complex as multiple individuals, offices, or teams contribute to the creation

of a record. As seen previously, complex networked organtzations rely on ever-shifting

collaborations reflecting impermanent and changing structures. Moreover, Samuels

asserted that the structural, managerial, technological, and communication changes in

work and culture within the networked multi-functional organization also change the

form and substance of the record into an "integrated multi-format body of information."Ss

Finally, the appraisal strategies she formulated embrace the rapidly changing nature of

these organizations. Focusing on functions rather than structures eliminates the problems

associated with the fluidity or changing structure of networked orgarizations and forms

part of the critical context that archivists should consider when appraising the records

from the information and record-keeping systems of contemporary organizations.

Greater speed and flexibility in information work, denser connectivity, flatter

hierarchies, as well as broader and more inclusive organizational participation, and a

blurring of organizational boundaries are the products of the implementation of

sophisticated computer technology. The implementation of such technologies has

undoubtedly shaped contemporary record-keeping systems, and will continue to influence

57 lbid., l3 1.
5t Samuels, "Who Controls the Past," 112.
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the way archivists think about appraisal and acquisition policies in the twenty-first

century, as it did in the 1980s and 1990s. As suggested earlier, millions of documents will

be stored locally, rather than in the old centralized registries, and made increasingly

accessible through organizational networks. The impact of the electronic revolution is

reflected in the contemporary appraisal theories of a significant number of North

Americari and Australian archivists.

In Canada, the ideas of Hugh Taylor and Terry Cook have been greatly influenced

by the impact of computer technology on record-keeping systems and new concepts

about society and its values. Hugh Taylor explores the interconnectedness between

society and the documentary record, between the act of creating the document and the

document itself. Understanding and identifying records in the networked organization

requires archivists to study how and why records are created. He argues that this is

essential in the twenty-first century as archivists become increasingly bombarded by vast

amounts of information and technological changes that produce new forms of records.

Taylor argues that archivists "will remain numbed and paralyzed by our merciless,

automated, electronic media... we have to learn what is going on in a totally new

environment and emerging culture, which has itself helped us perceive the nature of our

old environment and measure the consequences of our continued fenvironmental] self-

destruction."59

Tom Nesmith, Associate Professor of Archival Studies at the University of

Manitoba, argues Taylor's ideas allow archivists in North America, and especially

Canada, to "explore provenance information about the creators of documentation, the

5e Hugh Taylor, "Transformation in the Archives: Technological Adjustment or Paradigm Shift?,"
Archivaria 25 (Winter 1987-88), 13-14.
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administration of documents, and the forms, functions, and physical characteristics of

various archival documents."60 Like Taylor, Nesmith asserts that understanding the

deeper history or richer contexts in which records are created will revitalize the power of

provenance in an era where records remain more elusive. This "contextual approach,"

continues to provide the intellectual foundation for the archival profession in the twenty-

first cenfury.61

The contextual approach shifts the archivist's focus from the subject or content

value of the record to respect for and study of the origins of the records themselves. The

contextual approach emphasizes that the integrity of archival records is protected only

when they are understood in relation to their provenance. Nesmith and Taylor argue that

the context of creâtion of electronic records, especiall¡ will only be understood if the

archivist and other information specialists become more active in the records creation

process. This reflects Chandler's view of the dynamic complex record whereby numerous

layers of meaning are contextually added to it over its lifetime.

Terry Cook's ideas concerning appraisal stem in part from Booms' and Taylor's

work. Cook's new macroappraisal model, developed and implemented at the National

Archives of Canada in 1990-91 where he was a senior manager, and in many other

jurisdictions since then, does not focus on "research value per se, but rather the

uo Tom Nesmith, "Introduction: Archival Studies in English-Speaking Canada and the North
American Rediscovery of Provenance," in Nesmith, (ed.), Canødiqn Archival Studies and the
Rediscovery of Provenance, (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1993), 18.
61 For thoughtful discussion of the contextual approach see Tom Nesmith, "Hugh Taylor's
Contextual ldea for Archives and the Foundation of Graduate Education in Archival Studies," in
BarbaraL. Craig, (ed.),Ihe Archival Imagination: Essays in Honour of Hugh A. Taylor (Ottawa:
Association of Canadian Archivists, 1992),13-37; and Tom Nesmith, "Introduction," in Tom
Nesmith, (ed.), Canadian Archival Studies,l-28; Terry Cook, "From Information to Knowledge:
An Intellectual Paradigm for Archives," Archivaria i9 (Winter 1984-85), 28-49; and David
Bearman and Richard H. Lytle, "The Power of the Principle of Provenance," Archivaria 2l
(Winter 1985-86), 14-27.
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articulation of the most important societal structures, functions, records creators, and

record-creating processes, and their interaction, which together form a comprehensive

reflection of human experience."62 This approach also shifts the focus of appraisal to the

societal context within which records are created, so that the functions and activities of

records creators that interact with and influence society are documented. Macroappraisal

finds archival value in the location, circumstances, or context of records creation rather

than in the research value of the records themselves. Cook emphasizes that archivists

should concern themselves with the functions that determine the creation of records and

on the structures that affect their creation. This removes the need to appraise individual

documents in an era where this is becoming increasingly impossible.

Cook maintains that several good ideas grew out of earlier twentieth-century

appraisal theory and practice. He suggests that it is useful to blend the ideas of Jenkinson,

Schellenberg, and Booms, among others, when formulating appraisal theory and

methodology. Cook argues that Jenkinson's emphasis on the contemporary role of

records creators in determining the value of records, Schellenberg's interest in users and

trends in historiography to determine secondary values, and Booms' assertion that value

is generated from the society which the record is created should all be considered when

appraising and selecting organizational records in the twenty-first century.

Cook asserts that macroappraisal is "a process for weighing and differentiating

the 'value' or 'significance' of records creators and thus their related records, and their

impact on society through an analysis of functions, programs, activities, and structures,

u'Terry Cook, "Mind Over Matter: Towards a New Theory of Archival Appraisal," in Barbara L.
Craig, (ed.), The Archival Imagination,4L
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and interactions with citizens, clients, and customers."63 Cook argues that archivists must

focus upon the context of records creation rather than the individual record and the

functions these acts of record-keeping were meant to serve. kr this sense, macroappraisal

builds upon Norton's assertion that the creation of records follows functions within

organizations.

Cook notes that this approach is very different from those focusing on the

appraisal of records based on organizational structure, let alone anticipating secondary

research trends and subjects. Like Chandler, he asserts complex networked organizations

are fluid and change regularly. He argues that major Canadian federal govemment

structures are reorganized every three to five years, but their major functions and key

programs are much more stable. Basing appraisal on functions, programs, and activities

not only more closely mirrors society and its need for programs, rather than artificial

structures, but appraisal strategy will also not have to be revised every time there is an

organizational change. Thus, macroappraisal focuses on appraising government

functions, activities, programs, and transactions because they are inextricably linked to

records creation and to citizen needs rather than on individual records at different levels

within the organizational hierarchy. This is extremely important in an era where the

traditional structure of organizations is disappearing at an alarming rate.

The archivist must also be conscious of the way in which citizens interact with

govemment bodies. Cook's macroappraisal theory involves a top-down functional

decomposition, but unlike Schellenberg, Cook does not necessarily find the most

63 Appraísal Definitions and Goals for Appraisal and AcquisitionHandout, History of Recorded
Communication, 11.737, University of Manitoba, Archival Studies Programme, Seminar: The
History of Appraisal ldeas and Strategies, (January 16,2001),2.
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important activities, or records at the "top." Case files of citizens and groups, at the

"bottom," interacting with the state's organizatíons, can be equally important. He argues

archivists must deconstruct functions beginning at the top of the organization and

examine the manner in which functions operate as they are implemented throughout the

organization. Records must be understood in the context of their creation and use within

the organization before they are intelligently appraised, and later described and made

available to users.

The appraisal focus has shifted from the subject content of billions of individual

records to assessing the value of functions, programs, and activities within an

orgarrjzation, and citizen interactions with it, providing together the context of the

creation of the records. "Seeing the context whole," says Cook, "ultimately means that

poorer and duplicate records are more easily identified and eliminated, and that the most

succinct, precise, primary record is more readily targeted and preserved."64 Cook's

appraisal strategy directly reflects Schein's notion that the extemal environment of

orgaruzations is a contextual factor that exerts influence. In light of the unstable nature of

the complex networked environment discussed previously, the organizations

contemporary to Cook are fluidly designed and rely more on informal discourse to cope

with operational problems instead of the structured relationships prevalent in modern

organizations.

6o Cook, "From the Record to its Context," 45. For examples of the implementation of
macroappraisal in the Canadian federal government, see, among others, Catherine Bailey, "From
the Top Down: The Practice of Macro-Appraisa1," Archivaria 43 (Spring 1997),89-128, Richard
Brown, "Macro-Appraisal Theory and the Context of the Public Records Creator," Archivaria 40
(Fall 1995), 121-72, Jean-Stéphen Piché and Sheila Powell, "Counting Archives In: The
Appraisal of the 1991 Census of Canada," Archivaria 45 (1998), 2743, Jean-Stéphen Piché,
"Macro-Appraisal and the Duplication of Information: Federal Real Properly Management
Records," Archivaria 39 (1995), 39-50, and Sheila Powell, "Archival Reappraisal: The
Immigration Case Files," Archivaria 33 (1991-92), 104-116.
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The volume of government records in the fwenty-first century is so immense that

archivists can no longer expect to appraise records only in paper form, nor can they

appraise in traditional ways the more elusive electronic records that arc created at an

increasing rate in networked organizations. The paper records of the federal government

of Canada are so voluminous now that it has been recently estimated that each archivist

needs to appraise the equivalent of 600,000 books a year. This does not include the

government's electronic records, which have been estimated to be between 100 and 1,000

times more extensive than the paper records. Moreover, Cook presents figures from

analysts who assert that more records have been produced in the last 30 years than in the

previous 5,000.65

ln future, the networked organization will continue to change in ways that will

prohibit archivists from applying traditional appraisal techniques when identifying and

selecting records. Cook a.rgues archivists must analyze the context in which record-

keeping occurs and appraise govemment functions, progÍams, activities, and transactions

in a top-down fashion rather than searching for "values" in records from the bottom-up.

Macroappraisal "provides a strategic direction, a set of tools and methodologies, and a

sound theoretical basis, for coping with the appraisal of voluminous and very fragile

electronic records of complex networked organizations and societies and for targeting the

sites where the most valuable, most succinct, and most precise reflection of society

occurs through its institutions."66 It targets offices or structures where records are located

ut Terry Cook, "Rites of Passage: The Archivist and the Information Age," Archivaria 31 (Winter
1990-91), 171-176.
66 Cook, "From the Record to its Context," 47.
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by function, and is therefore a "functional-structural" analysis of how functions and

structure interact.

Like Cook, Botticelli concludes that archivists must "search for a conceptual view

of the organization that revealfs] the active role records play in shaping the highly

complex strategies, structures, and functions underlying work processes in

technologically advanced collaborations."6T He argues that archivists need to view the

orgarization conceptually and draw their conclusions based upon the application of a

functional approach to the appraisal of government records. This approach reveals the

active role records play in shaping complex strategies, structures, and functions and in

grounding work processes in technologically advanced organizations. In virtual

environments, the functional context of records creation becomes extremely important.

Information technologies play a more active role in preserving the electronic record and

its context because such dynamic links can be expected to change as they transcend time

and space.

Within the contemporary framework, Cook's theory acknowledges a broader

contextual environment reflecting cultural, social, political, technological, economic, and

demographic factors that shape an organization's overall functionality, or the milieu in

which the organization creates and uses records. Cook's theory of appraisal also

demonstrates a more immediate understanding that managerial theory critically informs

appraisal decisions than his traditional and modern predecessors.

Cook's writings reflect contemporary management theorists' concern for the ways

in which the structure, individual behaviour, and group dynamics within an organization

ut Peter Botticelli, "Records Appraisal in Network Organizations," 184.
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affect its functionality. Moreover, like systems theorists, Cook's appraisal theory

incorporates their assertion that organizations should be treated as organic, living,

interdependent systems. As discussed in Chapter 2, the systems theory rests upon the

notion that organizations are established to enable individuals to accomplish more in a

group or system than they could as individuals. Organizations a.re comprised of

individuals who belong to groups, within larger offices or agencies that form the overall

organization that belongs, in turn, to a specific industry in a wider organizational ecology.

This new kind of organization, and the culture and theory surrounding it, plays a key role

in the appraisal strategies of Cook and other archival theorists following his example.

Contemporary appraisal theorists have drawn on their varied experiences and the

ideas of their management counterparts to develop effective strategies for dealing with

the problems of bulk and the changing nature of the record in post-1960s networked

organizations. Like Cook, they have a lot to say about the nature of these organizations

that more consciously reflects the ideas of contemporary management theorists.

American business archivist, Bruce H. Bruemmer discusses the merits of functional

analysis in appraising modern business records. In so doing, he provides a thorough view

of the networked orgarization from the inside.

Bruemmer describes it as a complex system where communication strays

considerably from formal, organizational lines, where critical decisions are made across

the organization at varying levels, and where information at the top is only one piece of a

fluid system of coordinated activities. He notes that "the number of formal and informal

relationships and of different paths of communication increases with the population of the

orgarization" and that "the recent emphasis on teams and the gutting of middle
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management in an attempt to flatten organizational hierarchies" can be found in most

complex networked organizations.6s

According to Bruemmer, functional analysis is a good altemative to

Schellenberg's appraisal strategy. By focusing on functions rather than the structure of an

organization, archivists are no longer required to appraise individual records. Moreover,

the functional elements are more stable within an orgarization than its structure and

archivists are better able to "identify who was responsible, what processes were involved,

how decisions were made, and consequently, what records to save."6e

Like Bruemmer, Christopher T. Baer argues that an analysis of functions will

assist archivists in determining the most valuable records in a business organization.

Assistant curator of manuscripts and archives at the Hagley Museum and Library in the

United States, Baer developed four indicators that facilitate an understanding of the

activities of organizations. They are function, structure, strategy, and detail. In light of the

problems associated with the bulk and complexity of records (which are recognized, in

part by contemporary management theorists), Baer argues that a study of the business

purposes of an organization and the procedural steps required to achieve them are more

stable, and is a more efficient means of analyzing functions. He maintains that the

identification of the internal and extemal structure of a complex networked organization

is seriously hampered because of its fluid nature, but remains useful (where possible) in

understanding organizations and identifying functions. Moreover, archivists must identify

ut Bruce Bruemmer, "Avoiding Accidents of Evidence: Functional Analysis in the Appraisal of
Business Records," in James O'Toole, (ed.), The Records of American Business,(Chicago:
Society of American Archivists, 1997),I41.
u'rbid., 141.
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the business strategies of an organization to determine how it chooses to operate and they

should be aware of the level of specificity and completeness of records. He concludes:

Functions constitute the fundamental framework of business activity;
how specific records arise naturally from them; how functional linkages
are formed; and how functional analysis enables us to choose among
record types. We have seen how functions are articulated in the pursuit
of strategies and how strategic analysis enables us to assign relative
importance among records of a single type or within series. 'We 

have
seen how certain strategies cause functions to be embodied within certain
types of structures and how structural analysis reveals where the records
of particular functional clusters will be located. We have seen why and
how detailmätters.7o

The relationships between these four indicators allow archivists to understand the

creation and function of records. This facilitates the identification of the key record-

keeping systems and the best records found within them to be selected for long-term

preservation.

Mark A. Greene, formerly curator of manuscripts acquisition at the Minnesota

Historical Society (MHS), is concerned with the documentation of business by collecting

repositories. The MHS approach to appraisal, that he coined the "Minnesota Method,"

provides structure and consistency in setting priorities for the MHS acquisition of

twentieth-century business records and, in each case, the appropriate level of detail or

documentation to acquire. Greene and Todd J. Daniels-Howell's wam archivists that a

shift in appraisal strategies must occur in light of the amount of paper and electronic

records produced in networked orgarizations. He mirrors the ideas of contemporary

management theorists and states that these organizations are chaructenzed by a growing

70 Christopher T. Baer, "strategy, Structure, Detail, Function: Four Parameters for the Appraisal
of Business Records," in James M. O'Toole, (ed.), The Records of American Business,116.
(Emphasis added).
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number of employees and a complexity of "systems," and, he asserts, an even larger

amount of electronic records.

The fear of an overwhelming amount of records to appraise has been replaced in

the Information Age "by the consciousness that nothing will be left for appraisal if we

don't formulate fundamental principles...that will guide our everyday decisions."7l

Contemporary appraisal theorists' writings are more explicit in their reflection of

Chandler's ideas conceming informal structures and the use of electronic

communications and information technology. Chandler emphasizes the continual

"transformation" of contemporary organizations due to the changing nature of their

internal and external environments and the implementation of technology. That is what

Cook and other archivists following his example mirror when they advise archivists on

the sort of contextual information required to understand these organizations, to

document the functions and activities of records creators that interact with and influence

society, and to determine the "value" of related records selected for the archive.

Another means through which traditional and modern appraisal theories are

rendered ineffective is the increasing reliance on electronic records located in information

and record-keeping systems within networked orgartizations. Richard J. Cox's cautions

archivists to change their strategies if they hope to identify, preserve, and make available

archival records. A Professor in Library arrd Information Science in the School of

Information Sciences at the University of Pittsburgh, Cox notes that archivists "need to

understand that the advent of the new and rapidly changing electronic information and

71 Angelina Menne-Haritz,"Appraisal or Documentation: Can We Appraise Archives by
Selecting Content?" American Archivist 57 (1994),530, as cited in Mark A. Greene and Todd J.

Daniels-Howell, "Documentation with an Attitude: A Pragmatist's Guide to the Selection and
Acquisition of Modem Business Records," in O'Toole, (ed.), The Records of American Business,
164.
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recordkeeping systems provides the incentive for archivists to return to the appropriate

mission...."72

The leading archival theorist on electronic records, David Bearman, puts forward

a strong case for rethinking the appraisal of electronic records, arguing that archival

intervention is paramount in developing strategies for managing them. Following his

argument that the archivist must manage records in the first stage of the life-cycle, he

began studying the functional requirements for electronic recordkeeping in what was

known as the "Pittsburgh Project." Bearman asserts that archivists must make a concerted

effort and take on responsibility for determining the long-term value of electronic

records.T3 In the networked organization, record-keeping systems provide the tools with

which archivists can continue to assert an active role in the creation of a documentary

heritage. Archivists must fully acquaint themselves with information systems,Ta and then

educate themselves on how to capture the best archival records within them. He also

stresses that if archivists do not know how to do this, they should align themselves with

professionals who do. Moreover, in light of the volume of records and the problems

associated with traditional and modern appraisal methodologies, Bearman asserts that

archivists should focus less on the actual record and more on the activities that the

document reflects. In 1989, he stated the following:

72 Richard J. Cox, "Blown to Bits: Electronic Records, Archivy, and the Corporation," in
O'Toole, (ed.), The Records of American Business,233. Cox asserts archivists need to return to
their traditional role as experts on records and record-keeping systems in order to identifu and
preserve records that form our documentary heritage.
73 Formally known as "The University of Pittsburgh Recordkeeping Functional Requirements
Project," the "Pitt" project was done between 1993 and 1996.Irladdition to Bearman, Richard
Cox, Wendy Duff, and David Wallace contributed to the project. See the "Pittsburgh Project"
website:http:web.archive.org/web/19991218161107/www.sis.pitt.edu/-nhprc/bibl-do.html
(accessed 28 April 2006).
to Bearman makes a distinction between record-keeping systems and information systems in his
arlicle "Record-Keeping Systems," Archivariø 36 (Autumn 1993),17.
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'We will only be able effectively to appraise larger volumes of records if
we focus our appraisal methods on selecting what should be documented
rather than what documentation should be kept, and develop tactics for
requiring offices to keep adequate documentation, rather than trying to
review what they have kept to locate an adequate record.Ts

V/ith the introduction and pervasiveness of the electronic record, archives are in

danger of falling into the hands of information technologists. Bearman's approach is

daring and creative. He emphasizes the need to rethink archival work. Archivists must

focus their energies on a record's function and context of creation, because that

information will underpin the archival tools that will facilitate access to, and subsequent

use of the record.t6 In the case of electronic records, Bearman argues that archivists

should distance themselves from Schellenberg's traditional custodial role all together. He

maintains that records should remain in the custody of their creators because the creation

of networks linking all the sections and program areas within an orgatization will

provide the necessary handles to help locate a body of records. Archival institutions can

readily link into these networks to access the portion of the electronic record that has

been appraised as having long-term value, rather than setting up an expensive and soon

obsolete technical unit within the archives.tt In short, Bearman almost comes full circle.

He argues that archivists must not only understand in detail how contemporary

organizations function, but they must also seek to influence, even change, orgarizatíonal

behaviour and worþlace culture. Orgarttzations need to be made more aware of the

evidential nature of records, as protected contextualized digital objects, versus

information, subject to change and deletion, and leaving the organization legally and

tt Bearman, Archival Methods,15.
tu lbid., 54.

" Bearmandefines these contextual handles as "intelligent artifices." See Archival Methods,
56.
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operationally vulnerable. The archival agenda thus becomes an integral part of the new

organizational culture, and archival records become an enduring part of the organtzation

rather than removed from it.

According to Bearman, the contemporary organization exudes a complexity and

vastness never previously experienced in society. He also recognizes that electronic

technologies exaggerate the number and sophistication of organizational records and

record-keeping systems. He notes the following regarding the intricacies of contemporary

organizations:

On organization charts this complexity is indicated by dotted lines,
influence arrows and circles, two-way authority links, and other
shorthands which represent a host of non-hierarchical relationships.
Management by consensus, collegial relationships, professional
boundaries and rights, job responsibilities limited by union contracts,
independent ombudsmen, or central agency arbiters further complicate
these relationships.Ts

Bearman studies organizational charts from three departments in the United States

govemment to demonstrate that authority is flatter at the top of the hierarchy in complex

networked orgarizations. In this case, he asserts that the critical context archivists must

understand in terms of records creation has increasingly less to do with the contemporary

organization's hierarchy. He concludes that a new appraisal framework has emerged in

the twenty-first century:

It captures traditional hierarchical relationships across time as

organizations re-form themselves, ffid ... it captures relationships
which are not within the scope of superior/subordinate relationships.
Some of the most important relationships are not hierarchical at
all. All of these relationships can be encompassed by the concept of
networking capturing significant formal and informal
relationships in an organization which together explain its mission,
structure, and activities.Te

tt Bearman and Lytle, "The Power of Provenance," 17.
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Bearman's strategies mirror those of his management contemporaries in consciously

reflecting an understanding of the complexities of contemporary organizations -

including the culture of organizations and how it contributes to the wider organizational

context - and how this undermines just the application of traditional and modern

appraisal strategies. He also recognizes that archivists must be active participants in

cultural and behavioural change within organizations if they want to identify and select

records for long-term preservation.

Australian archivists also acknowledge that several good ideas grew out of

twentieth-century appraisal theory and practice, especially as they relate to electronic

records and complex networked organizations characteristic of contemporary society.

Australian appraisal practice has evolved within the context of European and North

American approaches, creating a contemporary appraisal model that combines aspects

from these perspectives. Like their counterparts elsewhere, Australian archivists have

turned to a functions-based approach to appraisal in the corporate context. In the case of

electronic records, archival educator Sue McKemmish argues that archivists need to shift

their mindsets in light of the appraisal and management of electronic records. She

suggests the following path:

The loss of physicality that occurs when records are captured electronically
is forcing archivists to reassess basic understandings about the nature of
the records of social and organisational activity, and their qualities as

evidence. Even when they are captured in a medium that can be felt and
touched, records as conceptual constructs do not coincide with records as

physical objects. Physical ordering and placement of such records captures a

t'Ibid., 
19.
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view of their contextual and documentary relationships, but cannot present
multiple views of what is a complex reality.sO

The enormity of technological change pushed Australian archivists to base their

appraisal model on the Canadian govemment's approach with some modifications.

Appraisal by function still forms the basis of their appraisal of electronic records. They

advocate that archivists need to be more specific about which records need to be captured

because the content, context, and structure of records is not selÊevident in the electronic

orgarizational environment.sl This mirrors Chandler's view of the organization as a fluid

entity that nullifies the traditional view of the organizational environment. Moreover, for

electronic records to be physically selected, archivists need to specify the data that might

be needed to re-create the record and ensure it is attached to descriptions of the functions

to which the records relate. In this case, like Bearman, Australian appraisal theorists

argue that "the need for archivists to intervene in the records creation process has never

been stronger or more imperative than it is with electronic records."82 They argue this

necessitates an interactive relationship to change organizational behaviour between

records creators, records managers, information technology specialists, and archivists in

which the latter appraise the record-keeping systems, "looking at information flows, the

interrelationships between elements of the recordkeeping system, what (or even if)

records are created in the documentation of activities and functions, and crucially what

to Sue McKemmish, "Are Records Ever Actual," in the Records Continuum; Ian Maclean and
Australian Archives First Fifty Years, Sue McKemmish and M. Piggott, (eds.), (Clayton: Ancora
Press, 1994),200 as cited in Frank Upward, "Structuring the Records Continuum, Part One: Post-
Custodial Principles and Properties," Archives and Manuscripts 24 (November 1996),269.
tt David Bearman, "Archival Data Management to Achieve Organisational Accountability for
Electronic Records," in Sue McKemmish and Frank Upward, (eds.), Archival Documents:
Providing Accountability Through Recordkeeping (Melbourne: Ancora Press, 1993),215-228.
t' G.eg O'Shea, "The Medium is Not the Message: Appraisal of Eleckonic Records by Aushalian
Archivists," Archives and Manuscripts 22 (May 1994),76.
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information is needed by our schedules to ensure that records are able to be captured by

the IT people responsible for their maintenance."s3

Exploring the roles and relationships archivists have with information

technologists allows archivists to identify the most important individuals that they should

be working with and allows them to understand their unique perspectives. Archivists

must also become familiar with the tools and methods of systems analysis and design as

well as the functional requirements for record-keeping systems. To this end, archivists

and records managers work closely together in cross-orgarizational teams; their common

role focuses on "defining and regulating an organisation's recordkeeping regime, audit

and consultancy activities, and maintaining a knowledge-base about the organisation in

terms of its functions, structures and recordkeeping systems."sa

By the end of the twentieth century, Australian archivists argued that they can no

longer be seen as simply physical guardians of the records selected for long-term

preservation, especially if they want to capture electronic records and record-keeping

systems. Arising out of consideration for electronic record keeping is the notion of a post-

custodial role of the archives, first perceived by David Bearman, and first implemented,

as ieputed in the literature, by the National Archives of Canada.ss Post-custodialism

t' Ibid., 77. O'Shea provides a case study of the appraisal of electronic records of the Australian
Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs to illustrate his argument.
to 

Sue McKemmish, "Understanding Electronic Recordkeeping Systems: Understanding
Ourselves," Archives and Manuscripts 22 (May L994),I53.
8s For further discussion of the post-custodial approach to archives, see Upward, "structuring the
Records Continuum, Part One," 268-285, and Frank Upward and Sue McKemmish, "Somewhere
Beyond Custody," Archives and Manuscripts 22 (May 1994),136-149. For the American and
Canadian discussion of post-custodialism, see David Bearman, "An Indefensible Bastion:
Archives as a Repository in the Electronic Age," in David Bearman, (ed.), Archival Management
of Electronic Records (Pittsburgh: Archives and Museum Írformatics Technical Report, no 13,

1991), Terry Cook, "Electronic Records, Paper Minds: The Revolution in Úrformation
Management and Archives in the Post-Custodial and Post-Modernist Era," Archives and
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provides for a new way of thinking about archives and records management. It gives

archivists an opportunity to consider new ideas and orientations to archival issues and the

ability to apply archival skill and knowledge in different ways to these issues. They argue

archivists need to focus on records creators and the concepts that support the creation of

records rather than on their physical acquisition.

In response to this post-custodial role for archives, Frank Upward and Sue

McKemmish, archival educators in Australia, formulated a new record-keeping model

commonly known as the records continuum. It comprises four axes of organizational

reality: identity (or structure) "representing the actor, the work unit with which the actor

is associated (which may be the actor alone), the organisation with which the unit is

associated (which may also be the actor or the unit) and the manner in which the identity

of these elements are institutionalised by broader social recognition;" evidentiality

consisting of "the tracfing] of actions, the evidence which records can provide, and their

role in corporate and collective memory;" transactionality presenting "the act, activities,

functions and purposes as coordinates;" and the recordkeeping entity which "deals with

the vehicles for the storage of recorded information about human activities."s6 Each of

these axes presents coordinates that can be linked dimensionally. The main premise

behind this model is that all of the various elements of an organization merge into one

another at some point - fluid and interchangeable across time and space - thus supporting

an evidence-based record-keeping approach.

Manuscripts 22 (May 1994),300-328, and "Leaving Archival Electronic Records in Institutions:
Policy and Monitoring Arrangements at the National Archives of Canada," Archives and Museum
Informatics 9 (1995), l4l-149.

tu For a detailed explanation of the continuum model, see Upward, "structuring the Records
Continuum, Part One," 268-285; and McKemmish and Upward, (eds.), Archivøl Documents.
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Within the continuum model, as with Bearman and Cook before them (both of

whom influenced the Australians), the focus is on understanding functions, records, and

the richer context that underpins and animates an organization's structure.87 The

strategies of these appraisal theorists, like their colleagues in Europe and North America,

reflect a heightened consciousness of the complexity and fluidity of current organizations

and mirror the views of contemporary management theorists. The very nature of the

continuum - the way its elements mix with each other mirror the characteristics of the

complex networked organization.

Upward's formalization of the records continuum model perhaps most directly

reflects some contemporary thinking about society in the social sciences, most notably

British sociologist Anthony Giddens' theory of structuration. Giddens' theory of social

structuration through organizations was also cited by Terry Cook and Richard Brown in

conceptualizing Macroappraisal, as Upward acknowledges. Giddens asks whether

individuals or social forces are responsible for forming societal reality and concludes that

although individuals are not fully able to choose their own actions, they are still

responsible for producing the social structure which drives social change. Upward agues

that Giddens' structural principles are relevant for archivists as they develop the best

possible means of analyzing the organizational context to identify and preserve records

that accurately reflect overall organizatíonal action. For Upward, Giddens' theory

becomes relevant to the structuring of the records continuum:

The archives as a functional structure has dominated twentieth
century archival discourse and institutional ordering, but we are

tt For an earlier discussion of the idea of a records continuum in another context see Jay Atherton
"From Life Cycle to Continuum: Some Thoughts on the Records Management-Archives
Relationship," Archivaria 2I (Winter 1985-86), 43-5L
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going through a period of transformation. The structuration theory
of Anthony Giddens is used to show that there are very different
ways of theorising about our professional activities than have so
far been attempted within the archival profession. Giddens' theory,
at the very least, provides a useful device for gaining insights into
the nature of theory and its relationship with practice. The most
effective use of theory is as a way of seeing issues. When seen
through the prism of structuration theory, the forming processes
of the virtual archives are made apparent.ss

Traditional, Modern. and Contemporary Anpraisal Theorv: A Critique

All of the theorists mentioned above have made significant contributions to the

development of archival appraisal theory. Yet contemporary ideas, like their more

traditional arid modern precursors, are not without criticism. Muller, Feith, Fruin defined

archives as organic products of administration and formalized two of the most important

archival principles that modern appraisal theory rests upon: respecting the original order

of records and the provenance of the records. Much of the Dutch manual focuses on the

arrangement and description of records. Like the Dutch archivists, Jenkinson believed

appraisal decisions rest with the "administrator" or records creator. It is not surprising

that both texts centre on the challenges associated with arranging and describing records.

Jenkinson and his successors' approaches also exclude the majority of records.

They focus upon the records of senior administrators and other powerful individuals. The

records of the poor and underprivileged, as well as other visible minorities, are for the

88 For further discussion, see Upward, "stmcturing the Records Continuum, Part One," 268-285;
and "Structuring the Records Continuum, Part Two: Structuration Theory and Recordkeeping,"
Archiyes and Manuscripts 25 (May 1997), 10-35.
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most part excluded from archives by this narrow approach to appraisal. Thus, this

approach does not accurately reflect the collective memory of a broader society.

Schellenberg and his successors formulated a more inclusive appraisal theory and

practice. Their approach focused on a much broader spectrum of society while placing an

emphasis on the "record." However, as seen above, this approach implements a hierarchy

of value through the identification of important individuals, positions, and roles within

organízations. It does not reflect the means through which records are interrelated and the

focus on individual records is negated by the fact that the amount of records created

continued to increase as government expanded to meet the demands of its citizewy.

Discerning patterns of future or anticipated use for current records as the basis of

appraisal is also very problematic and time consuming.

Britchford's neo-Schellenbergian approach is equally problematic when

appraising the records of networked organizations. This approach asserts that archivists

should concem themselves with records (including those in electronic form) when they

are in the final stage of the life cycle, when some historical perspective on their research

value will have had time to develop. However, as John McDonald, Terry Cook, and

David Bearman clearly demonstrate, the appraisal of electronic records must be carried

out at the beginning of the life cycle or before the records are even created. This ensures

that information systems supporting important functions actually produce records rather

than simply data or information and that contextual metadata is attached to the records

before they become archival.

The introduction of Cook's macroappraisal for orgarizational records represents a

fundamental change in archival discourse. Macroappraisal shifts the focus from the
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record to "the creative act or authoring intent or functional context behind the record."8e

Of course, Cook's work in part was inspired by Booms' theory of societal-based

appraisal values and Samuels' planned research into and a strategic approach for

appraisal. But Booms never provided any workable strategy or methodology for his

theory. And Samuels' underpinning theory of "value" for the documentation strategy was

neo-Schellenbergian, whereas her later institutional functional analysis mirrors

macroappraisal. Cook's approach, fully implemented now over fifteen years, combines

theory, strategy, and methodology.

There are several advantages and disadvantages associated with the

implementation of Cook's appraisal theory. Macroappraisal is active rather than reactive

and focuses on the 2 percent of archival records reflecting citizen-state interactions at

their clearest rather than the 98 percent of records that can be discarded. The approach is

functional based rather than record or researcher-driven. With the introduction of

complex networked organizations, archivists cannot appraise the "record" because of the

sheer mass of documents and their transience in the information systems characteristic of

the Information Age. Cook's approach offers a planned and managed means of

conducting the business of appraisal that focuses on the context of records creation within

the organizational culture instead of on the content of records themselves or their

hierarchical positioning. It is also conducive to the establishment of a prioritized order in

which appraisal work will be carried out.

Moreover, this strategy is comprehensive in nature. Records in every form are

appraised through the identification of functions and the context of creation. Cook's

8e Cook, "What is Past is Prologue," 48.
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approach also gets the archives out of the business of approving retention schedules for

non-archival records. He argues records scheduling timetables should be left in the hands

of the records creators because they know their business best, and more importantly are

solely accountable for it, and for having the records to support that accountability. The

macroappraisal process is highly formalized and ensures policies are adhered to by

records creators and archivists.

Critics of Cook's macroappraisal theory argue it is historically based, because it

requires the archivist to research the orgatizational and functional contexts that generated

records over time, and thus is more historical than archival in nature. However, Cook

asserts it is imperative that the archivist research orgarizational structures, functions, and

processes to identify the best records within complex institutional cultures reflecting the

citizen-state interaction at its clearest. Others have suggested macroappraisal is not

objective, because functions are subject to analysis by individual archivists and then

appraised, rather than letting the evidence in the record speak for itself.eO

Cook openly admits, even celebrates, that appraisal is (and always has been)

subjective, whether focused on records, research needs, or organizational functionality.

He contends that such subjectivity is unavoidable, and only needs to be made transparent

and accountable through good documentation of the appraisal process itself. Booms

recognized earlier that neither the record itself, nor any approach ever devised for

appraisal, reflects an objective "truth." Rather, records have always been filtered through

various lenses, including those of the creator, subsequent users, and the archivist. Records

e0 For critical examination of Terry Cook's macroappraisal theory, see Terry Eastwood, "Hovr'
Goes it with Appraisal?" Archivaria 36 (Autumn 7993), lll-l2I; Menne-Haritz, "Appraisal or
Documentation," 528-5 42, and Elizabeth Diamond, "The Archivist as Forensic Scientist - Seeing
Ourselves in a Different Way," Archivaria 38 (Fall 1994),139-154.
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are shaped by society and reflect its values. In other words, the subjective nature of

records creation and the archival role in the formation of a documentary hentage should

be embraced.

Critics have also argued that the implementation of macroappraisal may set an

unrealistic goal in light of the budgetary and resource constraints many archives currently

face. Many question whether archives can allocate the required resources to successfully

implement macroappraisal within their institutions. Cook has also been criticized for not

having thought about the transitional period in organizational records management still

based on subject classification in many instances, as archives shift their appraisal

practices to one based on function, not subject. What happens to the records during this

transition period? Cook offers the solution that the archivist must create an

implementation guide translating functional results back to subject-based records

systems, while encouraging organizations to adopt intemational standards for describing

their records by business process and function.

The Australian's continuum model formulated in the early 1990s by Frank

Upward forms the basis of all recent Australian archival thinking. The focus is on

process, not product; on archiving, not archives; and on post-custodial concepts rather

than the traditional custodial role of archivists. However, this model remains only a

model, and reality in organizations does not exactly fit within the design of the

continuum. The continuum, although fluid in nature, is still very structured. This model is

an exercise in logic and rationality, yet societal action and an organization's behavioural

culture can be irrational at times, or at least spontaneous and not rule bound. Moreover,

the first two chapters of this thesis have demonstrated that organizational culture
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constantly shapes or animates the records creation process. It seems that this has not been

taken into account within the continuum. Informal discourse and organizational

conversations do not fit anywhere in this model. They are products of transactions and

are thus records in their own right but the model does not acknowledge it.

Contemporary appraisal theorists have a more nuanced understanding of work

culture and its role in shaping the organization, but their strategies do not always provide

suff,rciently detailed appraisal criteria to support it. Enhanced knowledge of the

behavioural aspect of organizations - how they work, patterns of discourse (formal and

informal), internal processes, and group dlmamics - forms part of the critical context

archivists might understand better in order to incorporate a more sophisticated view of

total organizational action in their appraisal strategies. To be successful, archivists must

consider developing more nuanced appraisal criteria to support this broader

understanding of complex networked organizations.

Appraisal theorists mirror their management counterparts by recognizing that a

broader contextual environment reflecting cultural, social, political, technological,

economic, and demographic factors shape an organization's overall functionality. This

chapter has also explored how archival thinking about organtzations, in terms of the

appraisal of their records, reflects the qualitative transformation of the classic

organization from its origins to new organizations in the twenty-first century. A synthesis

of the key areas of contextual knowledge for organizational records that archivists now

require ultimately reflects the identities of records creators, the methods and techniques

by which records are created, the reasons for their creation and subsequent

communication, and the relative importance of the records vis-à-vis organrzational
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CONCLUSION

A NEW SYNTHESIS OF ARCHIVAL APPRAISAL

IN THE INFORMATION AGE

In sltort, documentation of the tltree aspects of record creation contexts
(activities, organizations and their functions, and information systems),

together witlt representation of their relations, is essential to the
concept of archives as evidence and is thereþre afundamental theore-
tical principle for documenting documentation ... The primary s ource of
information is thefunctions and information systems giving rise to the
records.

David Bearmanr

This thesis analyzes the largely unexplored link between organizational theory

and archival appraisal theory in an effort to develop better ways of appraising the record

as it emerges within contemporary organizations. A synthesis of the key areas of

contextual knowledge archivists should consider exploring further when appraising

records from the information systems of complex networked orgarizations reflects an

analysis of who the creators are, the technological ways in which records are created, and

the reasons for their creation. It also reflects an analysis of how records are

communicated to influence other records, other internal activities and functions, and

external society, and the opposite, how societal norms and values influence organizations

and their records. The twenty-first century will witness the solidification of an approach

t David Bearman, "Documenting Documentation," Archivaria 34 (Summer 1992),41.
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to appraisal that focuses on the context, functionality, accountability and

interrelationships of organizational records. Archivists must continue to ensure that the

record is well situated within the context of its creation.

The shift in appraisal thinking from subject content to functional context forces

the archivist to become better acquainted with the records' origins and the critical

ingredients surrounding their creation. This thesis focuses on the records created in

orgarizational contexts, and argues that the theories and writings about organizations

helped to shape a good deal of appraisal thinking sometimes indirectly by osmosis,

sometimes directly and implicitly. This study demonstrates that earlier archivists have

been, however unconsciously, influenced by Max Weber's theories, which charucferize

modem organizations as hierarchical, rule-bound institutions, and that this assumption

and perception formed the basis (and limitations) of the archivist's understanding of the

orgarizational context of records creation. However, with the emergence of the more

recent complex networked orgarization, Weber's model is no longer a good fit.

Contemporary appraisal theorists including Terry Cook, David Bearman, and Helen

Samuels have developed strategies that have been influenced (however implicitly) by the

ideas of new social andorganizational theorists.

Macroappraisal theorists focus on the identification and selection of records for

the archive through an evaluation of records creators within organizations, and a nuanced

understanding of the interrelationships between organizational functions, structures, and a

larger dialogue with society. To varying degrees, these contemporary theories "capture

the complexity of organizations in terms of the network of relations between structures,
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functions, work processes, records creators, records users, and the records themselves."2

Victoria Lemieux argues that archivists must use the ideas of a contemporary

organizational theorist such as Henry Mintzberg to provide "a more sophisticated

theoretical framework" for understanding the context of creation of organizational

records. His ideas provide tangible answers to archival questions about "theoretical

constructs" conceming the organizational context of records creation.3 Moreover,

Mintzberg's focus on how an organization functions rather than on the functions

organizations perform is an important addition to Samuel's functional analysis strategy or

Cook's macroappraisal theory.

This thesis is not the def,initive work on the relationship between organizational

behaviour and archival appraisal theory. Rather, this work suggests one perspective on a

topic that requires further consideration. There are, of course, other perspectives that

could have been explored, deeper investigations, and additional literature. If space and

time had permitted, the research findings could be confirmed, expanded upon, and

clarified through the detailed study of a particular contemporary government

orgarization. Assembling reliable qualitative information from such a case study could

enhance this thesis' synthesis of the key areas of contextual knowledge about

organizational records that archivists should consider incorporating into appraisal theory

and methodology. Part of this information gathering might include conversations with

individuals whose job is to understand organizations, such as auditors and human

resource consultants. These conversations would give archivists further clues to the

2 Victoria Lemieux, "Applying Mintzberg's Theories onOrganizational Configuration to
Archival Appraisal," Archivaria 46 (Fall 1998), 35.

'Ibid., 36.
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informal locus of activity within organizations that is responsible, in part, for the creation

of records. Such a case study might shed further light on the cultural context (in its

broadest sense) within goveÍrment bodies and how this ultimately shapes the records-

creation process and record-keeping systems.

Another topic for future investigation is the extent to which the writings about

organizations shape (if at all) other functions performed by archivists, including

arrangement, description, and reference. Given the fact that understanding the nature of

orgaruzations has become more nuanced for contemporary appraisal theorists, it would be

very interesting to see if this has been the case in other functional areas of the archives.

Have arrangement, description, and reference archivists given any specific consideration

to the changing contextual information about organizations?a This research could also

benefit from a comparative study of how the values, strategies, and methodologies for the

appraisal of private records and record-keeping systems parallel those for the appraisal of

goverTìment records, as well as an examination of the similarities and differences between

the personal and organizational contexts ofrecords-creation and record-keeping practices.

o A richer understanding of organizational culture allows the archivist to better understand the
record. This richer context of creation shapes more than just the function of appraisal. Other
archival functions such as arrangement, description and reference also benefit from more
contextualized information about records creation. For example, this "context" informs the
description of records as the archivist creates detailed administrative histories of the agencies
responsible for the creation of archival records, the activities that generated them, and the
information they contain. For an illustration of the ways in which the context of records creation
is applied to the description of archival records, see the Archives of Manitoba's Keystone
Archives Descriptive Database (wffw.gov.mb.calchc/a ). "Keystone" is an online relational
database that facilitates round-the-clock access to searchable descriptions ofrecords held by the
Archives of Manitoba, including records of the Manitoba government, the Hudson's Bay
Company, and individuals, families and private organizations. It allows for a more dynamic and
interactive documentation of evolving corporate structures and a more contextually-rich
description ofthe archival records created.
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Based on the insights of this thesis, it may be concluded that the function of

archival appraisal must incorporate a more sophisticated view of total organizational

action, including an analysis of the organizatíon's culture, pattems of discourse, internal

processes, and informal record-keeping systems, in addition of course to the continuing

value of understanding formal mandates, structures, and official record-keeping activities.

This will allow even contemporary appraisal theorists to broaden the concepts of the

intricate organizattonal context through which they analyze records. To understand

organizations and how they work, archivists should consider studying in depth the

records-creating and record-keeping processes rather than the records themselves, thus

situating the records in the dynamic, bureaucratic system of which they form an integral

part. Cox argues that archivists must be conscious that

The office creating the records is in a continual state of flux and that
the origins of their functions and techniques stem largely from an
earlier stage of the office's evolution. Electronic technology has been
the crucial factor transforming the office, although other economic,
cultural, and political dimensions mediate the ways in which the newer
technologies are utilized.5

For the most part, the study of organizations has been left to organizational

theorists who are only interested at arms length in the records and record-keeping

systems oî organizations. Archivists such as Helen Samuels, David Bearman, and Terry

Cook have begun such study, emphasizing that the examination of organizational

processes, dynamics, and culture reveals a lot more about records-creation and record-

keeping practices within organizations than the largely structuralist assumptions of

Schellenberg. Records created in complex networked orgarizations increasingly do not

s Richard J. Cox, Archives and Archivists in the Informationlge (New York: Neal-Schuman
Publishers Inc., 2005), 175-I76.
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have acausal link to a fixed structure and the activities which generate the record cannot

easily be understood from the record itself. Schellenberg's view of the orgarization and

his evidential value of records do not reflect the richness found within complex

networked organizations. Elizabeth Yakel notes that appraisal "requires an understanding

of the orgarizational culture and [the] importance, value, and meaning" of information.

She concludes it is time for archivists not only to use such research into organizational

culture for appraisal, but also to provide a broader interpretive context for users which

"acknowledges the organization dynamics in which the records" are created.6

The widespread use of electronic records, the increasing volume of public records

more generally, and the emergence of a new, global way of being and communicating,

indicate that archivists need to re-evaluate their role in the twenty-first century.

Archivists must consider continuing to find new ways of studying orgarizations and shift

their appraisal strategies for analyzing organizational records and record-keeping

systems accordingly. Organizational theorists and archival appraisal theorists agree with

Max Weber that "the management of the modem office is based upon written documents

(the 'files'.)"7 Perhaps it is time for the archival profession to take responsibility for

steering the development of a rich, new, and enlarged interpretation of organizational

behaviour based on the unique perspective they can offer on the orgarization through the

filter of its recorded evidence and memory systems. The result almost certainly would be

even more effective appraisal strategies.

6 Elizabeth Yakel, "The Way Things Work: Procedures, Processes, and Institutional Records,"
American Archivist 59 (Fall 1996),462.
t Max Weber, Economy and Society: An Outline of Interpretive Sociologt, Guenther Roth and
Claus Wittich, (eds.), (Berkeley: University of California,I9TS),957 as cited in Yakel, "The Way
Things Work," 464.
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